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Thank you! “WTA’s youth work parties wouldn’t be possible without 
the care and support of so many volunteers! These folks do 
so much behind-the-scenes magic, and the important work 
of remembering kids’ names and teaching them how to 
clear a drain for the first time. I’m so grateful for all of the 
volunteers.” — rza allen, youth trail programs manager

“Volunteers are the heart and soul of the organization 
from board members and crew leaders to people who 
put on a hard hat for the first time or take the time to 
contribute their first trip report. There simply aren’t 
enough ways to say thank you for their time and talents!   
— Ryan Ojerio, Southwest Washington regional manager

“I am so grateful for our volunteer photographers who 
captured moments of learning and adventure on Outdoor 
Leadership Training workshops. They help to tell the 
story of our programs.” — Krista Dooley, partnerships and 
leadership director

As the year comes to an end, at WTA we 
are reflecting on how much we value 
our community. 

Thank you to our members, who power 
all of the work we do. Your support 
is helping build trails for everyone, 
forever. 

And thank you to our volunteers — you 
have stepped up in so many ways in 
the last year. You not only build trails, 
you also build community support for 
advocacy actions, create content for our 
Hiking Guide, magazine and trip reports 
— and so much more. 

Photo by Zyanya Alvarez

Visit wta.org/party-for-you
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E arlier this fall, I went out on an overnight backpacking 
trip with my father. It’s an annual tradition we have been 
keeping for many years, but it had been paused during the 
height of the pandemic. Our usual stomping grounds are 

up near Mount Baker, but this year we decided to hike to American 
Lake, just east of Mount 
Rainier, one of my favorite 
spots off the Pacific Crest Trail. 
Over the course of those 2 
beautiful days, I got to do a lot 
of reflecting on the impact that 
trails have had on my life. 

We talk a lot at WTA about 
the positive impact hikers can 
have on trails, but the power 
of trails to transform our lives 
is equally astounding. For me, 
trails have been a presence 
throughout my life. They are a 
place I go for inspiration, for 
joy and solace, and to spend time with the people I love. 

Trails are also where I mark the major events of my life. When my wife, 
Laine, and I got married, we celebrated our “friendlymoon” with a 
group hike to Twin Lakes at Moran State Park. The last time I camped 
at American Lake was also with my wife, when she was pregnant with 
our daughter, Sasha Luz. We spent 2 nights by the quiet lake, reflecting 
on the big change about to arrive, relaxing and enjoying the peace and 
solitude.  

As my dad and I hiked out on Sunday, we met a number of other hikers, 
each with their own stories of how trails have impacted them. And 
when we reached Naches Peak Loop, near where we had departed, we 
stumbled on a WTA trail crew installing check steps on the much-loved 
trail. We stopped and talked for a bit, congratulating one beaming 
volunteer who had just earned his green hat. It was the perfect end to 
our trip and a great reminder that, however you choose to recreate, 
there are many opportunities for trails to have a positive impact.

Happy hiking,
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WTA crew leader Zach 
Toliver took this photo 
of Zack Sklar during 
a Lost Trails Found 
trip at Snowy Lakes. 
The Lost Trails Found 
crews are just one 
way WTA is making 
a lasting impact on 
trails. 

22 An insider’s journey 
How one WTA staff member found her 
way from a fear of the outdoors and a 
disappointing desk job to full-time trail 
expert. 

26 Kids Who Care 
Immersing children outside now (while 
having fun) can inspire them to advocate 
for the outdoors in the future. 

30 Thinking forward 
Guidebook author Craig Romano reflects 
on how he can give back to the outdoor 
community through his career — and how 
his Hike-a-Thon went this year!

On the cover
38 What’s cooking? 
Stove technology has come a long way 
— learn some tips and your options for 
choosing your next camp stove.

42 Lighten Your Load 
Don’t leave your camera at home! Here are 
some tips to lighten your photography setup 
load — even when packing for winter hiking 
conditions.
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26 Years 
16
Time is just one small 
measure of how much Alan 
Carter Mortimer has given 
to WTA and to trails.

Winter 2022: Contents 
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Greetings from our interim chief executive 
officer and Washington Trails editor

6 Community 
WTA ambassadors do a lot for the hiking 
community—it’s incredible to see the results.

8 Trail Smarts 
What to add to your winter packing to make 
your trip safer — and more cozy.    
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Backpacking stoves and photography   

44 Hike It 
Find inspiration for your next hike. 

50 Ask WTA 
What are prescribed burns? Why are they 
necessary?

51 Snapshot 
The stories behind our favorite photos

C reating any of Washington Trails magazine is a long 
process — the first planning for what you’re reading now 
started more than a year ago. Since then, the plan has 
changed repeatedly. As I’m writing this, we’re still adjusting 

— tweaking designs, rewriting headlines, swapping out photos. I love 
this process of refining, changing and experimenting. It’s how we make 
this magazine, but it’s also how we do a lot of our work at WTA. We’re 
constantly trying new ways to care for trails and our community. It keeps 
the work constantly interesting — and, more importantly, it ensures we’re 
always improving and adapting. 

In this issue, we’re honoring someone who’s seen and been a catalyst for 
so many of those changes and improvements. Alan Carter Mortimer (page 
16) has been with WTA for 26 years, first as a trail work volunteer and then 
as an employee. He helped build our trail work program, and he’s helped 
it grow for decades. It would be hard to overstate the impact he’s had on 
our trails. And that impact is going to last for decades to come, both in the 
work he’s done and in the people he’s trained, mentored and inspired. 

We’re also sharing stories about how you can do your own part to steward 
the trails you love, whatever that means for you. Maybe you want to 
volunteer as an ambassador (page 6). Perhaps you have skills you could 
put to work as an advocate (page 10). Or you want to know how to raise 
kids who will grow up with an appreciation for trails and public lands and 
know how to care for them (page 26). 

We have the power to transform trails, but they also have the power 
to transform us. Trails have been a powerful part of my life, and I love 
reading other people’s stories. Tiffany Chou tells the story of how she went 
from living an indoorsy life with a job she didn’t like, to hiking across the 
country and then working for WTA (page 22). And Robin Roff tells how 
hiking, which she despised as a kid, ultimately became a constant joy in 
her life (page 32). 

I hope you enjoy these stories and find something you can relate to. And 
as always, I hope you find a little inspiration for your next adventure, 
whether it’s a walk across the country or just a step out your front door. 

Thank you for all you do to support our work and care for trails. 

Jessi Loerch | Washington Trails editor | jessi@wta.org

Departments 
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AREA

CLEAR

Signpost: Editor

Washington Trails Association is a 
nonprofit supported by a community 
of hikers like you. By mobilizing 
hikers to be explorers, stewards and 
champions for trails and public lands, 
together, we will ensure that there 
are trails for everyone, forever.

POWERED BY YOU

WTA was founded by Louise B. 
Marshall (1915–2005). Ira Spring 
(1918–2003) was its primary supporter. 
Greg Ball (1944–2004) founded the 
volunteer trail maintenance program. 
Their spirit continues today through 
contributions from thousands of WTA 
members and volunteers.

Learning and Changing 
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M y heart was full as enthusiastic hikers 
visited our table on Washington Trails Day. 
We saw a lot of joy on people’s faces, including 
a father training for a backpacking trip with his 

son and hikers with families visiting from out of town. Whether 
young or old, the people we talked to had a consistent response: 
“Trails matter, and WTA is making a difference.” 

From our perch at a trailhead at Point Defiance Park, four 
ambassadors and I shared our enthusiasm for trails and public 
lands with over 100 people, collected signatures to protect those 
trails and lands, chatted about the joys of the outdoors and 
even gave water to some dogs. Washington Trails Association 
ambassadors are outreach volunteers and they make these 
events and meaningful connections possible in communities 
across Washington. Personal connections make a lasting 
impact. 

Ambassadors support WTA’s mission to mobilize hikers to 
explore, steward and champion trails and public lands. That 
mission requires community engagement. Without informing 
the public about our resources and opportunities and listening 
to what people new to the outdoors are looking for, we can’t 
build our community or fulfill our mission. 

Since joining the staff at WTA as the statewide engagement 
and events coordinator in May 2022, I’ve worked with 
ambassadors to attend varied events. I have been amazed by 
the response at each. At Washington Trails Day, we heard over 
and over something resembling, “Oh, WTA, I will get behind 
anything you all are doing.” At another event, I heard, “I 

use the Hiking Guide all the time,” and talked with someone 
else about planning ahead and what passes they would 
need for an upcoming adventure. At an employee wellness 
fair, with many folks who were not yet familiar with WTA, 
longtime ambassador Kathleen Lange and I shared a wealth of 
opportunities and resources, such as handouts for suggested 
hikes, information on how 
to volunteer, and how to 
find our Trail Smarts page. 

How does WTA make a 
lasting impact? We’re 
making it easier for people 
to enjoy the benefits of 
nature by providing access 
to information about when 
and where to go and how 
to stay safe. We’re building 
community for people who 
care about Washington’s 
wild places by offering inclusive events and volunteer 
opportunities. And we’re ensuring future generations have 
access to hiking and the joys of being outdoors through avenues 
such as building and maintaining trails, Outdoor Leadership 
Training … and so much more.  

It does not take long talking with the public to see the value 
of sharing resources and connecting with people around a 
love of the outdoors. As Whitney Allar, one WTA ambassador, 
has said, “I’m proud to be part of an organization that breaks 
down barriers between people.” Ambassadors are a huge part 
of bringing all of these pieces together for enduring change: 
securing trails for everyone, forever. 

Community 

By Nicole Masih-Théberge

Creating a Lasting Impact

Join us to build 
community and help 
trails! Ambassadors 
support WTA’s mission 
through outreach across 
the state. To learn 
more about becoming 
a WTA ambassador, 
please contact Nicole 
Masih-Théberge at 
nmasihtheberge@wta.org.

Nicole Masih-Théberge 
(left) leads WTA’s 
ambassador program. 
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Share a story

Tell us about your 
hiking mentors

I met Amanda Johnson and Katherine Walton through a mutual 
friend. Right away, I was blown away by their quick wit, engaged 
demeanor, natural ease of making folks feel comfortable and 
love for the outdoors. On our first backpacking trip to the 
Olympics, we learned that the three of us make a good team. 
We had a helpful caretaker (myself) the natural navigator and 
hilarious storyteller (Katherine) and an empathetic and gentle 
soul who documented our travels and encouraged us to take in 
the experience (Amanda). This sense of community and being 
able to disconnect to reconnect to nature feeds my soul.

I met Gretchen in 2016 while exploring trip reports on 
WTA. Her report for Tolmie Peak linked to a blog she kept 
as caregiver to her 99-year-old mother. It was through 
that portal we became fast friends. Caregiving can be 
extraordinarily difficult and Gretchen used her respite 
time to feed her soul on the trail. She’s a solo hiker and has 
been my (s)hero for years. We always compare notes and 
have covered a lot of ground between us. She gave me the 
confidence to get out solo and inspired me to write about 
what I experience. This photo is from our first hike together. 
We definitely felt “badass” after crossing Kautz Creek!

Memorable moments from WTA’s Instagram community

This is my Uncle Jim/daughter Lucille at Park Butte. Both my dad 
and my Uncle Jim have been hiking together their entire lives. 
As I grew up and as my daughter is growing up, the two of them 
have fostered a deep love of and connection to the outdoors in 
us. Uncle Jim passed unexpectedly last October. It has left such 
a hole in our family, but it is most noticeable when we are hiking. 
If I was ever at a loss of what trail to hike, he always had hundreds 
of recommendations. This summer Lu and I recreated some of his 
self pictures and it gave us a feeling of being closer to him.

— Erica Chang, @ericachang__

— Jaclyn Martin, @luandmama

— Bonnie Rae Nygren, @insearchofthevery
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W inter can often be an under appreciated 
hiking season. Yes, it’s colder and wetter, 
but there is something almost magical about 
hiking in the off-season. There is the quiet 

pitter-patter of rain bouncing off the forest canopy overhead. 
The sneaky views of snowcapped peaks through the bare 
branches. The quiet crunch of fallen leaves underfoot.

One way to make these cold-weather hikes more enjoyable is to 
give your packing list a bit of a refresh. Adding in extra cold-
weather gear and a few just-for-fun treats is a surefire way to 
have a great time.

Here are a few extras we like to bring along in the winter.

Good layers: Maintaining a comfortable body temperature 
can be tricky while hiking in the cold — you’ll warm up quickly 
while you’re moving but start shivering as soon as you stop. 
A wool or synthetic base layer is a great start to your layering 
system, along with a cozy mid-layer and a protective outer 
layer. If you plan on taking an extended break at a viewpoint, 
consider bringing some extras like a foam sit pad to perch on 

Trail Talk 
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By Rachel Wendling 

TRAIL SMARTS

and a packable blanket to wrap yourself up in.

Traction: Taking a tumble in the mud is not the way you 
want to start a hike. Rain and snow create slick trails, so you 
might want to add additional traction to your hiking shoes. 
Depending on the conditions, traction devices might help. 
Trekking poles can also help keep you balanced.

Extra batteries: Low temps will zap your batteries fast, even 
if you’re just out for the day. If you use a phone for photos 
or navigation, pack an external power bank and cord. 
Extra headlamp batteries are a good idea too. Keeping your 
electronics close by — like in your chest pocket — will help 
them stay a bit warmer while you hike.

A toasty drink: Bring something yummy to sip on that will 
warm you from the inside out, like coffee, tea or cocoa. Or 
take a page out of WTA’s playbook and pack a thermos of hot 
broth — it provides a nice bit of savory flavor while packing 
some much-needed electrolytes.

A journal: Trails see a fraction of their usual visitors in the 
winter, so it’s easy to find solitude if you seek it. If you enjoy 
sketching, writing or watercoloring, pack along a journal 
and take advantage of those quiet trails.

Treats: This can’t be emphasized enough. Gummy bears, 
peanut butter cups, a Taco Bell quesadilla — whatever you 
love eating, pack it! It will make the summit so much sweeter 
if you know you have a treat waiting for you in your bag.

What to Add to Your 
Winter Packing List
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WTA’s app gets an upgrade 
WTA’s volunteer-built Trailblazer app got a big 
upgrade this year! We added features we heard 
you wanted, including filtering trip reports and the 
Hiking Guide by features and conditions. Whether 
you’re on your phone or desktop, be sure to save 
hikes you want to try to My Backpack — with the 
Trailblazer app, you can access all your saved 
hikes offline.

This year, the Outdoor Leadership Training 
program celebrated its first year in Puyallup, 
at Meridian Habitat Park. In its first year, the 
Pierce County gear library supported more 
outdoor experiences than the Seattle gear 
library had in its inaugural year. Combined, 
WTA’s gear libraries supported over 2,000 
experiences. Our OLT workshops also 
trained over 70 new leaders who are excited 
to explore the outdoors with their youth 
programs.

Highlights 

A Year of Gear 

A quick look at what WTA is accomplishing on trails around the state

NOTEWORTHY

On a beautiful weekend in 
August, WTA attended the 
fifth annual Refuge Outdoor 
Festival. The 3-day event is 
geared toward people of color 
to build community through 
outdoor recreation and camping 
experiences. WTA hosted three 
workshops, engaged with hikers 
and connected with partners. We 
can’t wait to return to the festival 
next year!    

Building 
Community 
Outdoors

Learning together  
In October, two of WTA’s trail maintenance 
staff and one board member attended 
the annual Wilderness Risk Management 
Conference. During the conference, 
rza allen, youth trail program manager, 
presented on WTA’s LGBTQ+ shared-identity 
programming and how it connects to our 
Trails for Everyone campaign.
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Trail Talk

T rails need champions. But how do you advocate 
for the trails you love? It starts with a passion for 
our wild spaces. And since you're reading this, 
you've already taken your first step!

But how do you harness that passion into advocacy? What does 
it take to build a better future for our trail system? We talked 
to three people who consider themselves advocates and this is 
what we heard.

Meet Eva — the regional expert
Eva uses her local knowledge to be a regional expert

Eva is a retired teacher from Cle Elum. Her advocacy started in 
the disability world, as the mother of a son with special needs. 
Her experience in advocacy soon meshed with her love for the 
outdoors. 

Eva started volunteering with local organizations and quickly 
noticed a gap: While many other trail users were showing 
up to meetings, conversations and events that impacted 
trails, hikers lacked representation. She jumped on the 
opportunity to become an ambassador with Washington Trails 
Association and, through her involvement with WTA, has 
joined a collaborative for recreation in Central Washington 
that allows her to show up as a voice for local hikers. She 

leads a subcommittee 
that explores ways 
to inform people 
of alternative trail 
options, identifies 
trailheads where 
signage can be 
improved and is even 
working to develop a 
volunteer ambassador 
program in the area. 
Eva participates in 
monthly meetings to 
discuss recreation with 
important decision-
makers in her area, sharing the needs and concerns of hikers in 
her local community with groups that can solve these issues.

For people interested in advocacy, Eva says that “you can 
advocate for trails and public lands by making comments on 
projects, sending letters to your legislators, providing hiker 
input at public meetings and writing trail reports. You may 
already be an advocate.” 

She recommends starting with opportunities at WTA, like 
becoming an ambassador, and seeing where you can plug in to 
the places you’re passionate about.

Caring for Trails: 3 Inspirations
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By Cassidy Giampetro 
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Meet Denis — the outdoor recreation professional
Denis looks for opportunities in his daily work to make space for and live 
his values

Denis is the environmental coordinator and retail floor lead for 
Patagonia Seattle, where he’s grown the environmental program over 
the past 5 years. He works closely with Patagonia leadership to ensure 
equitable representation for the LGBTQ+ community in the company. 
Denis enjoys skiing, birding and hiking in the Pacific Northwest.

Denis sees advocacy as standing up for what you believe in and not 
being scared to do so. His goal as an advocate is to walk away feeling 
empowered by an experience and to take that energy back to his team 
and community in hopes that they will be inspired to get involved. And 
he practices this by supporting local environmental and social issues 
speaking at hearings, educating his colleagues, and providing a safe 
place where they can freely discuss issues and hear all perspectives.

“In order for things to change, and for us to make progress, everyone 
needs to get involved and feel welcome to participate,” he said.

Denis has some advice for new advocates.

“Sometimes it’s hard to figure out where to start, and it can be 
overwhelming at first,” Denis said. “Talk with other advocates and ask 
them how to get involved. Follow organizations on social media, as 
they usually post about upcoming events and have a call to action. No 
contribution is too small; any time you can spare will be appreciated 
by the group you’re supporting. Don’t be afraid to ask questions. You 
don’t have to be an expert on the issue to be an advocate, but you do 
need to be informed and willing to learn, so be open to hearing diverse 
perspectives.”

Meet Mitzi — the information 
gatherer 
Mitzi tracks information relevant to her 
community and shares it broadly so more people 
can participate and be informed

Mitzi is the former legislative chair for the Back 
Country Horsemen of Washington and lives in 
the southern part of the Olympic Peninsula. She 
loves the outdoors, which inspired her to get 
involved in advocacy and stewardship.

To Mitzi, advocacy means educating the trail-
user community on how to recreate responsibly. 
Advocacy also means collaborating with 
governments and organizations to keep trails 
maintained and accessible for all users and 
keeping her own community informed. Mitzi 
keeps an eye out for decisions that will impact 
the equestrian community and shares them with 
people who may want to speak up. Her advocacy 
helps others — and trails — through educating 
and connecting people with ways to get involved.

“I get excited when people understand the 
impact they can have through volunteering. 
Everyone makes a difference,” she said. 

Your touch on trails
We hope Mitzi, Eva and Denis inspire you to find 
your own way to care for trails. If you are looking 
for a simple first step, go to wta.org/tan and 
join our Trail Action Network. We’ll let you know 
about opportunities to speak up for trails. 

You don’t have to be an expert on the issue to be an advocate, 
but you do need to be informed and willing to learn.
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Entiat River Valley

Mineral Creek
Melakwa Lake

Trip 1 Trip 2

Trip 3

Trips 4-5

Trip 6

Trip 7
Trips 8-12

Trips 13-15
Trips 16-18

Trip 20
Trip 19

SAVING 
TRAILS

WTA’s two Lost Trails 
Found crews tackled all of 
these challenges and more 
this season. We sent these 
dedicated, paid crews to 
areas that needed the most 
work. Whether cutting 
thousands of logs or using 
their expertise to build rock 
structures that will last for 
years, they are helping keep 
trails safe and on the map. 
Here are some highlights of 
that work. 

LOGS. 
TREAD. 
STEPS. 
WALLS. 
BRUSH. 

Where Lost Trails 
Found crews 
worked in 2022

Lost 
Trails 
Found

Maps by Ginevra Moore
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Restoring a Vital 
Trail Connection 
Cumulatively, both crews spent 20 days working 
on the Mineral Creek Trail. The route, which 
trip reporters had described as “overtaken by 
vegetation much of the time,” is now ready for 
hikers across its entire 5 miles. 

The trail offers quick access to the Alpine Lakes 
Wilderness and is a great first-time backpacking 
trip. It also connects to the Pacific Crest Trail. 

WTA worked with the Okanogan-Wenatchee 
National Forest to send our Lost Trails Found 
crews on three separate trips along Mineral 
Creek. We addressed issues including steep side 
slope, fallen trees and way, way too much brush. 
(See the before and after above.) 

The difference is massive — not only was the 
trail more enjoyable to hikers this summer, but 
these improvements will hopefully be enjoyed 
for years to come.

Mineral 
Creek TH
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Little
Kachess Tr.

          Mineral Creek

Camp 1

Camp 2

Park 
Lakes

Spectacle 
Lake

Glacier 
Lake

Alpine Lakes Wilderness

Rachel Lake Trail

Three Queens 
6690’

East Chikamin Pt.
5620’

Paci�c Crest Trail

                  Mineral Creek Trail

3.2 mi

The LTF crew spent 20 days 
clearing 3.2 miles of the 
severely overgrown Mineral 
Creek Trail, restoring a critical 
access point to the PCT.

Hibox Mtn.
6542’

Four 
Brothers 6690’

1 mile

- 3.2 miles heavy brushing
- 47 logs cleared
- 10,675 feet tread �xed

NMineral Creek

BEFORE AFTER
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To Kaleetan Peak

camp

swim to camp
(faster than walking)

4 mi

Hemlock 
Pass

200 ftN

0.25 mile segment of trail

Stairs
Rubble wall
Check, rock and platform steps
Turnpike
Rebenching and drainage
Retaining wall and crush �ll
Root and rock removal

Over 20 days, the LTF crew put in 24 rock steps, eight platform & check steps, six retaining 
wall structures, and one large rock turnpike. In between all of these structures, they 
removed countless rocks and roots, improved the drainage and grade of tread and picked 
an innumerable amount of huckleberries.

Built to last 
One of our crews spent 20 days working on a 
quarter-mile section of trail near Melakwa Lake. 
The lake is a popular destination and the trail 
needs to hold up to a lot of use. It was a perfect 
area for the crew who could use their expertise on 
a demanding and technical project. Their work 
will mean hikers will have a better experience and 
ongoing maintenance here will be easier.

Back to the Entiat
This area has been ravaged by wildfires — and we 
are rebuilding trails here with that new reality in 
mind. Our crews spent a lot of time in the Entiat 
this year, clearing logs and brush, in addition to 
other maintenance tasks. It’s an area we’ll need to 
return to in coming years to keep up the work.
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Garland

Peak Trail

Cow Creek 
Meadows

2021 season (24 days)
614 logs, 6.6 miles brushed, 

835 feet tread repaired

Returned in 2022 (18 days)
220 logs, 2.32 miles brushed, 

2,350 feet tread repaired 

New 2022 trails (14 days)
324 logs, 7.3 miles brushed, 

110 feet tread repaired

Remaining lost trails
(scouted in 2022)

Entiat River Trail

    Ice Creek Trail

Pom
as Pass

Em
er

ald Park Trail

Lost 
Segment

Saska 
Pass

Entiat River Valley

Entiat 
River TH

                  To Entiat
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Chiw
aw

a river 

Over two seasons, the LTF crew has spent 58 days in the Entiat River 
Valley, maintaining 35 miles of the trail network. This work was 
primarily focused on clearing hundreds of logs from the 2015 

Wolverine and 2006 Tinpan �res. In areas where the crew 
returned a second time, they also focused on maintenance that’s 
been delayed for years such as tread work (�xing the surface of the 
trail) and brushing (clearing vegetation that’s grown over the trail) . 



How one man’s approach to work shaped lives, trails and WTA

By Anna Roth

Patience Pragmatismand



I
f you hike in Washington, odds 
are high that you’ve set foot on 
a trail maintained, designed or 
built by Alan Carter Mortimer, 
WTA’s field programs manager. 

From the Pasayten to Pierce County 
Parks to trails in Port Angeles, he 
has gotten his hands dirty improving 
trails across the state. Alan retired in 
October after 15 years on staff and, 
before that, 11 years as a volunteer. 
But his impact on WTA’s volunteer 
community and Washington’s trail 
network will resonate for a lot longer.

Alan’s trail expertise and commitment 
to WTA’s mission are legendary. He 
has supported WTA’s trails program 
since its inception nearly 30 years 
ago. His combination of patience 
and pragmatism have been a major 
influence on our approach to trail 
work and how we train volunteers 
today. His teaching style instills 
in people basic trail maintenance 
concepts, then trusts them to find 
workable solutions themselves. It’s a 
flexible approach rooted in trusting 
a person’s competency and ability to 
do the tasks you teach them. It’s most 
evident in his crosscut saw trainings 
— since crosscutting is a skill that 
requires creativity, competency and 
a solid understanding of priorities — 
but this teaching approach is apparent 
whenever you work with him on trail. 

Start ’em early
Alan has cultivated knowledge of 
how to build and maintain trails his 
whole life. It began with his Eagle 
Scout project. He rerouted a section 
of the Metacomet Trail in Connecticut 
so the trail’s crossing point on a busy 
highway had better sightlines. It was 
an early glimpse into the spirit of the 
work he’d do with us for 26 years: trail 
work to improve the user experience. 
But it would take until 1990 for him to 
make it to Washington and another 7 
years before he found WTA. 

Alan had a solid outdoors career 
background when he encountered 
WTA. He'd been a gardener, done 
house construction and worked 
maintenance in Yellowstone National 

Park. He’d enrolled in the University 
of Washington’s geographic 
information system (GIS) program in 
the late 90s but wanted to continue 
spending time working outside. 
So when he saw a small sidebar ad 
in Backpacker magazine about an 
organization doing volunteer trail 
work, he contacted them.

“I loved hiking, scrambling and 
climbing,” he said. “And I liked being 
outside. So volunteering on trails just 
seemed to fit.” 

The organization was Washington 
Trails Association. 

Getting going
Alan joined WTA when the trail 
maintenance program was quite 
new. Greg Ball, WTA’s first trail 
maintenance program director, and 
Gary Paull of the U.S. Forest Service 
were testing whether volunteers could 
work to Forest Service standards 
and stretch their dwindling trail 
maintenance budget. As the structure 
of the volunteer trail maintenance 
program formed, Alan was excited to 
fill some of the roles available.

“I volunteered a few times in ’96 and 
more in ’97,” he said. “I was an ACL 
(assistant crew leader) by ’97 and told 
Greg I wanted to be a crew leader by 
’98. You moved up through the ranks 

Alan has worked with 
and trained many of 
our volunteers across 
the state.
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• Hand makes all of our 
crosscut saw award plaques
• Loves pranks 
• Has eaten a peanut butter 
sandwich with a carrot nearly 
every day for the entirety of 
his WTA career
• Dyed his hair purple in 
2020 after losing a bet with a 
colleague
• Loves bears; dressed up 
as a bear for volunteer 
appreciation not once but 
twice

Alan trivia



pretty fast back then because we really needed people.”

Despite being in school, Alan volunteered at least once a week. 
And he made an impression on Gary Paull for his reliability and 
willingness to work in terrible weather.

“Alan was one of the stalwart steady hands who kept the WTA 
trail maintenance program humming along,” Gary said. “He 
was a participant on the (thankfully) now-defunct New Year’s 
Eve Boulder River log out. Greg B. and I thought it would be fun 
to go out in the cold rain and cut logs on Boulder River. Alan 
was one of the first to participate in this muddy affair.”

With the establishment of the trail maintenance volunteer 
program, two of WTA’s core values — partnership and 
volunteerism — were strengthened. And Alan was a key part of 
the group establishing it.

Showing up and stepping back
Alan’s patience and willingness to show up set the tone for his 
career in our trail maintenance program. Eleven years after he 
first volunteered, WTA hired him on as staff.

“Jenny Blake (who was part of the trails program) asked me if 
I wanted to get a beer one day after work. She’d said she had 
something she wanted to talk to me about. I thought it was 
details for another project, but she asked me if I wanted to work 
for WTA,” Alan said. 

He said yes and started as the field programs manager. While 
it’s the same title he’s retiring with, Alan’s job has changed 
substantially as WTA has grown. In the early days, he was 
put in charge of work parties from the Olympic Peninsula to 
Spokane and Bellingham to Vancouver. He made a point to 
show up to work parties no matter how far they were from 
home. 

Showing up in person can sometimes translate to many hours 
in the work truck. So it's a good thing he likes driving.

“I recall one week when I was in Spokane over the weekend 
and into Monday, headed to Winthrop for a couple days of 
meetings, then home to Seattle for 3 days. Then I was on a 
project in Olympia over the weekend and finished it all with a 
trip out to Neah Bay and Cape Flattery to look at trails on the 
following Monday,” he said. “Felt like I had covered the state 
on that trip.” 

His willingness to show up is not lost on WTA volunteers and 
staff. 

“When I ask (Alan) to come look at something that I think is an 
issue or can't figure out how to fix, he adjusts his schedule and 
comes over,” said Charlie Romine, WTA’s Olympic Peninsula 
crew leader.

And when he comes to help out, Alan doesn’t steal the 
spotlight despite his extensive trail knowledge. He’ll work in 
the background, taking on tasks like sourcing fill material or 
moving rocks (the repetitive tasks that get the job done but 
aren’t necessarily glamorous), only weighing in on a project 
when he’s asked.

Trail design wizard
Hikers across the state have benefited from Alan’s trail 
expertise, though they may not realize it. When he lays out 
a trail system or performs a maintenance task, he takes into 
account the need for low-cost maintenance while also providing 
a good hiking experience. 

One way of reducing maintenance expenses is to build with 
minimal structures. Alan’s a master of the reverse grade — a 
trail-building trick that guides water off trail without requiring 
drainages. The end result is an attractive trail that’s fun to hike 
and stays drier, which means it will hold up for many years. 

Alan applies this consideration for user experience when he’s 
working on larger projects too. He has personally laid out trails 
in dozens of locations, including Manastash Ridge outside 
Ellensburg, Candy Point in Grand Coulee and Squak Mountain 
near Issaquah. 

Most recently, he’s been instrumental in laying out the 
extensive trail network in the Teanaway Community Forest. 
Austin Easter, WTA’s statewide trails program manager, has 
been working with Alan on this project, which required them 
to hike through miles of brush, stream crossings and downed 
timber on their scouting trips. 

“Alan has been, and will continue to be, a masterful trail design 
wizard equipped with just a clinometer and a roll of orange 
flagging tape for laying out trail systems,” Austin said. “He 
took thousands of data points from a 50,000-acre forest and 
consolidated those trails and miles into a 60-mile trail system 
on easy-to-digest GIS maps. It is impressive and was a privilege 
to watch unfold.”

Alan’s favorite part of his job is the field work. He’s lost track 
of the number of days he’s been on projects, but we have an 
unofficial count. 

“Alan has nearly 1,300 days on trail in our records, but 
considering his habit of dropping in on work parties 
unannounced, the actual number is likely in the thousands,” 
said Janée Romesberg, trails program senior manager for WTA.

Whatever the exact total is, Alan says it’s not enough, because 
“it’s one of the best parts of my job. Another best part is all the 
great people I have gotten to work with over the years.”

All the great people
As the field programs manager, Alan hired seasonal WTA staff 
for many years, offering opportunities for people to begin or 
continue their environmentally focused career with a position 
at WTA. Many of the people he has hired have returned for 
multiple seasons. Several individuals have gone on to long-
term careers in the environmental sector, including working for 
the Washington State Department of Natural Resources, King 
County and as managers at WTA.

Ben Mayberry, a former WTA crew leader who now works for 
the Washington State Department of Natural Resources as the 
Snoqualmie recreation and operations manager, credits Alan 
for his personal work philosophy.
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“Alan hired me as a know-nothing volunteer in 2013 and 
set me on a path toward becoming the knows-some-things 
land manager I am today,” Ben said. “His pragmatism, 
attentiveness to both projects and people, and ability to 
problem solve in the field are qualities I strive to emulate in 
my own career.”

WTA’s own Trail Programs Director Jen Gradisher, who started 
as the Mount Rainier district crew leader in 2013, remembers the 
first time Alan welcomed them to the WTA team.

“(I’d) never engaged with WTA before,” they said. “Alan helped 
me immediately feel welcome in my new role within this 
community. His confidence in my skills and trust that I could 
lead our volunteers helped set me on a fast-paced trajectory 
into my current role. I am forever grateful for his support and 
guidance along the way.”

See you on trail
Alan has had an incredible impact on Washington’s trails. 
Hikers, bikers, horseback riders, even motorized users will 
benefit from his influence on our trail network for years to 
come. And the land managers and trail workers who learned 
from him how to work with what the landscape offers will 
continue his legacy of flexibility and hard work far into the 
future. 

Alan has always said that he started with WTA as a volunteer 
and he intends to finish as one. We know we’ll see him on 
trail, but will miss him on staff. He helped set our foundational 
values of reliability, resourcefulness and respect for the people 
and landscapes involved in a project. We’re thankful for the 
26 years he dedicated to us, and so is the rest of Washington’s 
hiking community. Ph
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This year Alan was 
given the Washington 
State Trails Coalition’s 
Lifetime Service award. 
The award honors 
an individual who 
has demonstrated 
longstanding and 
exceptional service to 
the trails of Washington 
State and its users. We 
think it’s well-deserved 
and congratulate him on 
the recognition!

Lifetime award
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The trainings teach people who work with youth how to lead safe 
and fun trips. It was amazing working with Erin McQuin from WTA to 
develop our plans for the summer, to hone our goals for the workshop 
and our partnership. Erin and MJ Sampang used one of our Trail 
Tuesday plans as the foundation to scout out and set up our training 
at one of the locations where we planned to take our youth during the 
summer. 

Four Friends–Seattle staff attended the training and shared their goals 
and hopes for the workshop and their youth. The overarching theme 
was that we wanted to introduce our youth to outdoor experiences 

O ne of my favorite moments from last 
summer was on the Centennial Trail, 
near Snohomish. This summer, my dream 
was to create “Trail Tuesdays,” group 

outings for the youth at Friends of the Children Seattle. 
I wanted to introduce our youth to something new 
and also challenge them to get out of their comfort 
zone, increase their curiosity about the outdoors and 
potentially spark a new interest. A partnership with 
WTA’s Outdoor Leadership Training (OLT) program 
helped get us there.  

For this particular trip, I chose a 5-mile-roundtrip 
hike that went into downtown Snohomish. Halfway 
through our hike, we stopped at Top It Yogurt Shoppe. 
Our youth were shocked to see kids close to their own 
age helping run this family business. After the 2.5 
miles we had walked to get there, everyone’s frozen 
yogurt cups were overflowing with a variety of creative 
flavor combinations and toppings. The effort to keep 
toppings from rolling off towering mounds of frozen 
yogurt was almost as challenging as the hike itself. On 
that 90-degree day, frozen yogurt felt as essential as all 
the water we were carrying! 

I am Friends–Seattle’s program project lead, and 
one of my goals for the summer was to increase our 
youth’s engagement in outdoor activities, specifically 
hiking. Through personal experience and research, I 
know and understand the physical and mental health 
benefits of spending time outdoors. I am also familiar 
with the barriers to accessing these experiences — 
especially for youth of color. Having used Washington 
Trails Association as a resource in my own outdoor 
exploration, I thought of them first when preparing for 
our youth’s slow and steady introduction to hiking. 

The best way to kick that off was to arrange an Outdoor 
Leadership Training session for our staff with WTA. 

A Summer 
to Explore 

PARTNER VOICES

Friends of the Children Seattle used 
a partnership with WTA’s Outdoor 
Leadership Training program to make  
a dream of “Trail Tuesdays” a reality.
By Sophia Moreno 

Sophia Moreno with one of her mentees on a hike to Cherry Falls. Getting 
to swim at the falls was a highlight of the summer’s Trail Tuesdays. 

Friends of the Children Seattle is a long-term mentoring 
organization based in Rainier Valley that serves youth throughout 
King County. We pair youth facing the toughest systemic barriers 
with a professional mentor. Our mentors, who are full-time salaried 
staff, support youth to be prepared for post-secondary education 
and/or employment, develop positive goals for the future and 
develop a healthy lifestyle. During the summer, our professional 
mentors support youth to build new skills and peer relationships 
through group activities, called group outings.  
Learn more at friendsseattle.org.
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in such a way that they would want to continue to explore. 
Erin and MJ gave us integral tools to do that. They walked us 
through having goals and roles (my favorite role this summer 
was being the “water fairy” who gives water break reminders 
to ensure everyone stays hydrated), using maps to track our 
distance and progress, and having someone keep time so we 
could have accurate expectations of when we would arrive at 
our halfway point and how long it would be before we got back 
to our cars. We got to see and practice ways to engage with 
youth, like trail games and MJ’s motivational ascending songs. 
Most importantly, we learned about being prepared with the 10 
Essentials, and this summer that meant lots of water. 

Our Trail Tuesdays took place at the Discovery Park Lighthouse 
Loop, Coal Creek and Centennial Trail, with the last one at 
Cherry Creek Falls. I chose this progression of trails so that 
there was variety in distance, elevation change and scenery 
(something for everybody) and a big reward at the end with 
Cherry Creek Falls. 

My biggest takeaway from OLT was the importance of scouting 
these trails before we took our youth out and making sure we 
had benchmarks or goals in mind (like an frozen-yogurt stop in 
Snohomish). 

Having shared goals and understanding with the other 
staff who did the training and joined on Trail Tuesdays was 
incredibly helpful. We all understood how to keep our youth 
motivated, plan breaks along the trail, and be prepared with 
plenty of food, water and sun protection. 

We had two youth who attended Trail Tuesdays consistently, 
while others’ attendance varied. Getting to swim in Cherry 
Creek Falls to end our summer with these youth was an 
amazing reward for all involved. Their perseverance, patience 
and self-management throughout our summer of exploring was 
inspiring. 

Outside of Trail Tuesdays, I also began to take one of my youth, 
who had recently moved out of King County, to find beautiful 
spots in Pierce County. Wapato and Spanaway Lake are now 
some of our “peaceful places” in this time of big transitions. 

Thanks to these summer excursions, our youth have found the 
joy of slowing down for a walk in nature and the great rewards 
that can come from some of those more challenging hikes. 
Looking forward, I am excited to continue taking our youth out 
in nature outside of the summer months, and I’m hoping to get 
a group of staff together for WTA’s snowshoeing workshop in 
the winter.

Sophia Moreno was born in the Wallingford neighborhood of 
Seattle and grew up on a farm on Whidbey Island. A variety of 
life experiences led to her passion for and profession in youth 
development work in Seattle. She truly believes in the power of 
relationship building which has been her greatest gift in the work 
she currently does with Friends of the Children Seattle. Outside of 
work she loves to cook, bake, read, write and hike!

THANK YOU TO OUR  
CORPORATE PARTNERS    

Find out if your company matches charitable gifts.  
Your donation could go twice as far! To learn more  
about supporting WTA’s work, call us at 206-508-6846.

CASCADE | $5,000–$9,999

RAINIER | $25,000+

OLYMPIC | $10,000–$24,999

ALPINE | $2,500–$4,999
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I WAS AFRAID  
OF THE OUTDOORS. 
NOW I HELP OTHERS  
HIT THE TRAILS.
By Tiffany Chou

This summer, I got to show a good friend 
one of my favorite sections of the Pacific 
Crest Trail — Stevens Pass to Snoqualmie 
Pass. On our third night, we watched the 
sunset at camp and she said it was possibly 
the most beautiful place she’d ever been. 
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W hen I think back on the last few years of 
my life, before I ever joined Washington 
Trails Association as a staff member, WTA 
was there a lot more than it wasn’t. And it 

has had a greater impact on my life than I ever could have 
imagined.

Even though I grew up in Bellingham — near Mount Baker, 
Oyster Dome, Whatcom Falls and countless other places to 
get outside — I didn’t start hiking until I was an adult. The 
outdoors always seemed like a place for people more athletic 
and more adventurous than me. The outdoors scared me. So 
in a self-fulfilling way, I never went hiking, backpacking or 
even really car camping — I felt too inexperienced to start. 

I didn’t like my first hike
I went on my first hike post-college, after I had turned 23 and 
moved to Seattle. At the time, I was a software engineer. I had 
studied hard in college and spent very little time doing much 
else. We had to take physical education classes to graduate, 
and I chose squash and table tennis, both indoor courses. 

I didn’t like that first hike. My friend took me to Rattlesnake 
Ledge and before we even started I was terrified I wouldn’t 
make it to the end. And it was hard! When we finally reached 
the ledge, I thought it was pretty, but the hike was exhausting, 
hot and busy. I decided hiking was something I was maybe 
willing to do, but only if someone dragged me along. Luckily 
for me, my friends did just that.

After a few more hikes, I realized I didn’t hate it. Maybe I even 
was starting to like it? Hiking made me feel physically strong, 
and I got to see a side of my beloved state I’d never seen before.

Around that time, I was also having a hard time at work. I 
felt I was bad at my job, and I didn’t like being a software 
engineer. I worried that I’d feel this way about my career 
forever. It was affecting my confidence and mental health.

Right before the new year, I decided to give myself a personal 
challenge — something to focus on besides work. In 2018, I 
was going to try to complete 52 hikes — one a week for the 
entire year. 

A 52-hike challenge
I spent an absurd amount of time on the WTA website that 
year. The Hiking Guide and trip reports, in particular, were 
pretty much the only things you’d find in my browser history. 

I gained a lot of confidence that year and realized I preferred 
solo hiking, so I relied heavily on the information I could 
glean from WTA’s resources to know what I was getting myself 
into. And I got in the habit of writing my own trip reports to 
give back to the community that was giving so much to me. 

I met my goal of 52 hikes in July when I hiked up to Camp Muir 
on Mount Rainier. By the end of the year, I had nearly doubled 
my goal. 

Throughout it all, WTA gave me the tools to grow into a self-
assured hiker. I used the Hike Finder Map to discover hikes 

that were closer to civilization, until I became comfortable 
hiking in remote places. I didn’t know about things like the 
Ten Essentials or what permits I needed, but following WTA 
on social media helped me gradually build up my knowledge 
about recreating outdoors.

A few months into my 52-hike challenge, I decided that I 
would quit my job and attempt a thru-hike of the Pacific Crest 
Trail (PCT) the following year. I’d gained enough confidence 
that it didn’t seem completely impossible for me to walk from 
Canada to Mexico.

Walking across the country
I started saving money, finding the right gear and training. 
Just under a year after I reached my 52-hike challenge goal, on 
the Fourth of July in 2019, I took my first step on the PCT and 
began a long southbound journey from Canada to Mexico. 

My time on the trail in Oregon coincided with WTA’s 2019 
Hike-a-Thon, and I decided to participate. Since hiking was 
basically my (unpaid) full-time job, I racked up enough 
mileage and elevation gain to top the leaderboards, which 
was admittedly kind of awesome. 

Hiking the PCT is, perhaps unsurprisingly, the most 
physically, mentally and emotionally demanding thing I’ve 
ever done. There were days I didn't want to walk anymore. 
I got eaten alive by mosquitoes and ravaged by gnats. I was 
almost struck by lightning. Some days, my water would 
freeze as I was packing up camp; some nights, temperatures 
would drop below 20 degrees Fahrenheit. During the last 
month or so of the hike, I lost all feeling in my toes (this is a Ph
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I didn’t think I would cry when I reached the Mexican border, 
but after over 2,600 miles, I did. I reached the southern terminus 
the day before Thanksgiving, which seemed appropriate — I felt 
nothing but immense gratitude for the trail and my experience.
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relatively common long-distance hiker thing, but 
still concerning). I threw temper tantrums, had 
meltdowns and shed many tears. Some nights, I 
couldn’t sleep because my feet were in so much pain.

But there were also days when I loved every moment 
of a 30-mile day. I saw some of the most remote 
places in Washington. I walked past Crater Lake, 
Mount Shasta, Mount Lassen and many other 
beautiful landmarks. I had full days of solitude in 
the Sierra Nevada in the cold of October. I climbed 
to the top of Mount Whitney, briefly standing as the 
tallest thing in the contiguous United States. I slept 
next to cacti and desert sunsets. I met wonderful 
people, many of whom I still remember even though 
we spent only a few hours together before our paths 
diverged. And I was amazed to find that, though 
I had always been so hard on myself, I became 
grateful for my body, my mind and my ability to 
persevere.

147 days after I first stepped on the PCT, I touched 
the southern terminus monument at the U.S.–
Mexican border. It is the proudest moment of my 
entire life, and likely will continue to be for a long 
time.

But I also felt lost when I got off the trail. For 
months, I had had a goal every single day, with my 
mind firmly on the end of the trail. Now what? 

Leading the way
When I returned to “real life” from the PCT, going 
back to a desk job was difficult to imagine, so I 
looked for a way to work outside while I assimilated 
back into city life. I found a job posting from 
the YMCA to work as a wilderness backpacking 
instructor for youth in the summer and applied on 
a whim. Even though I had no youth-instructing 
experience, they took a chance on me, partially due 
to my now-extensive backcountry experience. 

My main responsibility was taking groups of about 
eight kids out on weeklong backpacking trips with 
another instructor. Whenever a co-instructor and I 
were trying to get info on our itinerary (we’d often be 
assigned routes we’d never hiked before), WTA was 
our go-to for current conditions, parking information 
and notes about points of interest along the way. 
Without that information, I certainly wouldn’t have 
felt comfortable being responsible for a bunch of kids 
out in the backcountry for a full week.

I worked that job for 2 years, leading trips over 
the summer and during shoulder seasons when I 
could, and repairing gear and helping with gear 
organization when trips weren’t running. I found a 
lot of happiness, made new friends and learned so 
much — including how to show less-experienced 

When I started learning about trail work, one of my favorite parts was 
being allowed — nay, encouraged — to swing tools around. But the 
work could also be frustrating. I spent 10 hours trying to dig out this tree 
stump in the trail and was never actually able to. Hey, it was still fun! 

outdoorspeople how to hike and backpack safely and responsibly. 
I realized I loved being able to help others feel comfortable and 
responsible about getting outside. 

Learning new skills
In late 2021, multiple friends sent me a job posting from WTA. 
WTA was on the search for its second Emerging Leaders Program 
(ELP) cohort — a program designed to help BIPOC folks develop 
outdoor leadership skills. As someone who didn’t really see myself 
represented in the outdoor community very often, I decided to apply. 

I was starting to crave a stable schedule with regular hours, as much 
as I loved working outside with youth. And WTA would give me an 
opportunity to work outside doing something I’d never done because 
I was intimidated by it: trail work. 

I was accepted into the program (after taking the final-round 
interview on my birthday!) and spent 12 weeks learning the ins and 
outs of trail work, getting to know more about the inner workings 
at WTA, making new friends and forming connections with others 
in the outdoor industry. My cohort and I bonded over our shared 
experience of being people of color in the outdoors. 

I also spent a sizeable portion of the program working on an 
independent project researching and writing entries for urban hikes 
that weren’t in the Hiking Guide yet.

Near the end of the program, I had to think about what I wanted to 
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do next. It had been a long time since I’d had a steady long-
term job, and I was starting to think about the possibility of 
returning to something more stable and permanent.

Telling stories
Luckily for me, the communications team at WTA was looking 
for a new communications coordinator, someone who would 
work closely with the Hiking Guide, engage with the hiking 
community, and research and write up new resources for 
hikers. 

The job sounded exactly like what I wanted to do. I could help 
others feel strong and capable in the outdoors on a grand 
scale.

I came from a technical background, had never written 
professionally (except for my ELP project) and had never 
worked in communications, so I really wasn’t sure how 
it would go. But I had learned during my time in the ELP 
that I really enjoyed writing about hiking and creating new 
resources for hikers.

And it just felt right to be able to contribute to a resource I 
had used so heavily and that had helped me build confidence 
in hiking. Having done some work with the communications 
team and learned about the behind-the-scenes work at WTA 
during my time with the ELP, I knew this was a place I could 
use the hiking knowledge I’d acquired over the last few years 
and be happy at the same time.

While taking a break on a trail work day at Discovery Park 
with the ELP cohort, I got a phone call telling me I got the job. 

Now, I spend my days writing stories for and about the hiking 

community, creating new resources for hikers and helping 
to maintain the Hiking Guide that has been such a big part 
of my life for years. My team is great and super fun to work 
with, and I regularly feel as if my perspective is valued and 
respected.

Today
It’s been quite the journey to end up here. I sunk to a low 
point, found something I loved, walked the length of the 
United States, made a huge career change and ended up at an 
organization I’ve looked up to for several years. 

I feel as if I’ve finally found a place I truly belong, both 
personally and professionally — I have WTA to thank for 
giving me what I needed to find my path here. 

Photo by Maxim Kazitov

Now, I spend my days 
writing stories for and about 
the hiking community, 
creating new resources 
for hikers and helping to 
maintain the Hiking Guide 
that has been such a big 
part of my life for years. 

WTA partners with 
businesses, local and 
national, to support our 
work to ensure there are 
trails for everyone, forever.

When your company 
becomes a WTA sponsor, 
you’ll reach hundreds of 
thousands of families and 
individuals throughout 
Washington, inspire and 
engage your employees 
and be recognized for your 
commitment to protecting 
Washington’s trails.

Contact  
Brynna Counts-Morgan 
(bcountsmorgan@wta.org)  
to learn more about 
sponsorship opportunities.

YOUR COMPANY + WTA = 
A PERFECT MATCH FOR TRAILS
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How to Raise Kids 
Who Care for Trails
4 tips to help your kids have fun hiking — 
and share a feeling of stewardship 

By Devanee Chapman

“R emember, don’t throw rocks 
when someone is standing in 
front of you,” I told my kids and 
their buddies while standing on 

the shores of Wynoochee Lake this summer. We were 
camping at the Coho Campground with friends who had 
never heard this rule before. My father said it countless 
times to my brother and me, and he was pretty passionate 
about this warning. You see, when my dad was younger, 
he was hit in the back of the head with a rock and 
required stitches, and he didn’t want it to happen to 
us. While I never personally experienced this injury, I 

Getting outside with your kids 
is a beautiful way to connect 
— and while you’re out there, 
you’re also helping build the 
next generation of stewards. 
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realize my dad was passing on information to keep us kids from 
getting hurt or hurting others. And all these years later, I was 
telling other people about my dad’s rock rule. This transfer of 
information is natural when considering the safety and care of a 
loved one, but is it just as natural to pass on information to our 
kids that will lead them to take care of the outdoors? 

Raising kids who care for the outdoors is an important goal for 
parents, grandparents, friends and caretakers to work toward. 
Everyone, including children, can play a critical role in keeping 
the outdoors beautifully usable right now and for the future. 
Here’s how to pass that responsibility along.

Time outside (opportunity)
In order for kids to care about the outdoors, they need to be 
immersed in it. As adults, we know the physical, mental, 
emotional and spiritual benefits of spending a few hours on 
a hike, searching for glorious wildflowers or taking time off 
to go camping with some of your favorite people. Children 
also greatly benefit while they explore in outdoor spaces and 
take time away from screens, enjoy unstructured play and use 
decision-making skills in nature. 

We saw this just the other day as my husband and I prepared for 
a hike at Chinook Pass. We told our kids we’d be doing something 
“fall-ish” for the afternoon, which they assumed would be a 
pumpkin patch. Much to their dismay, we were headed out to 
Crystal Lakes to look for fall foliage while we hiked.  

They were cranky in the vehicle, but after a bit of hiking, the 
woeful whining turned into “whoas.” They had to navigate 
downed trees, talus fields, hornets’ nests and dusty trails. They 
gawked at red, yellow and orange leaves and admired the views 
of the layered peaks and mountain goats in the distance. They 
had to persevere and share water bottles and encourage each 
other. 

One of our kids, who was the most disappointed originally, even 
asked if we could visit the mountains daily!  This is just one 
example of the many times we’ve seen big changes in our own 
children’s attitudes as they were surrounded by nature. When 
we give children the opportunity to be outdoors and connect 
with nature, they will be more likely care for such a place.

Knowledge about the outdoors (know-how)
Much like my dad taught me about not throwing rocks or 
how to fish or spot wildlife, we have an opportunity to impart 
knowledge of the outdoors to kids. There is a vast amount of 
info to be learned while outside — from how to use a compass 
or read a map, to how to build a fire or identify birds. 

Something as simple as repeating the Leave No Trace principles 
can make an impact far beyond your own family. Same 
goes for teaching children about trail etiquette or trail care. 
While spitting gum on the ground, feeding wildlife or cutting 
switchbacks may not seem like a big deal to a child, we teach 
them that these habits can cause bigger problems for the future. 
We want them to leave the trail better than they found it. Ph
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As adults, if we take the time to model appropriate behavior, 
then kids will learn what makes a better outdoor space for all. 
So we get to teach them. We can read signs at the trailhead that 
explain permits or warnings about bears. We can read signs 
on the trail, such as “Closed for Restoration,” explaining the 
meaning of big words and pointing out the loss of vegetation 
from foot traffic. We can remind everyone to stay on the path, 
yield to uphill traffic or not touch wildlife, no matter how 
tempting it is. Those cute chipmunks and ground squirrels 
begging during a snack break shouldn’t be feed by humans, 
even though they’re hard to resist. We teach kids to be 
respectful of other hikers on trail and remind them the trail is 
for everyone. 

Most of these concepts need to be taught because people 
naturally want to do the opposite. (It’s understandable that kids 
want to feed chipmunks!) Teaching kids about the outdoors 
and how to conduct themselves is more significant than we may 
think. 

Fun outdoors (keep them coming back) 
People care for what they love, and we want kids to love the 
outdoors. As a teacher, I know a key is fun. Kids want fun. 
Thankfully, we don’t have to try too hard to make outdoor 
spaces pleasing and attractive to kids. 

We recently went to Mount St. Helens and our kids found the 
lava tubes exciting. Before entering the tubes, everyone was 
asked to brush off their shoes to protect the bats. Instead of 
being irritated at this, our kids were curious and did it willingly, 
because who doesn’t want to make a game out of who can 
brush their feet the fastest on big bushy brushes? The Ape Caves 
were fascinating with the cool breezes and darkness requiring 
headlamps, but our kids really loved the tiny lava tube they 
named “The Crawl.” They said it was the most fun “hike” ever.

We want kids to think about time outdoors fondly. So how do 
you make it fun? Here are a few simple ideas: Let them help with 
the firepit. Have traditions like making s’mores while camping. 
Play games while hiking (for example, guess the animal in 20 
questions or less) or sing songs in the car on road trips. Making 
memories and having fun is important. More ideas include plant 
or animal identification, knot tying, camp cooking or the like. 
Ask your kids what’s “fun” to them when outside; they will 
definitely give you some super ideas. The more fun they have, 
the more likely they are to want to care for those spaces.

Ownership outdoors (take action)
Every kid can be an outdoor enthusiast, and they can also be an 
outdoor advocate. When my family of six hikes, we attract a lot 
of attention and get all sorts of positive comments from fellow 
hikers. 

“Wow, looks like you have the whole crew out today, great job!” 
and “This is a hard hike, good-on-ya for being out here today!” 

Those kind words help our kids keep going and also feel like 
they belong there. I’ve noticed once kids feel connected with 
the outdoors, they care more about it. They have more gratitude 

when seeing fish in the lakes and or herds of elk crossing the 
road. They see problems at trails and ask questions. All too 
often while hiking with our kids, we see trash along the trails. 
We talk about these issues with our kids and pack out our own 
trash, but to go one step further and take ownership, bring a 
trash bag, gloves and help clean up other trash. 

Help your kids feel empowered to take care and take action. If 
your child sees a problem and wonders about a solution, take a 
moment to brainstorm together. 

Ask, “What are ways to make it better?” You might want to 
encourage and empower your kids to use their voice and 
contact government officials. Whether they notice shortcomings 
in the care and upkeep of public lands or want more to be done 
for our wild spaces or wildlife, let them know they can contact 
federal, state and local officials by letter, email or phone call. 
For more details on elected officials, go to www.usa.gov/
elected-officials to learn their names and how to communicate 
with them. 

No matter how young your children are, they can make a huge 
impact on our world as they work together for the greater good.

We know raising kids who care for the outdoors is 
important for today and tomorrow! Once kids are in the 
outdoors, gaining knowledge and having fun, they will take 
ownership of the outdoors. If we teach our kids how to care for 
the outdoors now, they will grow up to be leaders and advocates 
for the outdoors, sharing what they’ve learned with other 
adventure seekers in the future. 

Devanee is an elementary PE teacher. Hiking is her outdoor 
activity of choice and she hopes to inspire families to get outside. 
Find her on Instagram at @nextfamilyadventures.



Photo by Bob Zimmerman

At WTA, we believe any day is a 
great day to get outside. When the 
snow starts falling, we move our trail 
maintenance to lower elevations (or 
strap on our snowshoes) and keep on 
working. We hope you can join us. No 
experience necessary.

GIVE BACK TO THE TRAILS YOU LOVE
Sign up at wta.org/volunteer

WE DIG TRAILS.
SO CAN YOU.
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Leaving a Legacy
Trails give to me — here’s how I want to give back

By Craig Romano

Craig and his son, Giovanni, 
pose for a photo with Miles 
the Marmot at Chain Lakes 
in the North Cascades. 
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I n the last 10 years, I have welcomed every Sept. 1 as a 
time to catch my breath and enjoy some much-needed 
rest. I have been participating in WTA’s annual Hike-a-
Thon for the past decade. And each year I try to outdo 

myself in the amount of miles I can hike and run in the month 
of August — and how much money I can raise for the protection 
and expansion of our trail system. 

This past year was another record year for me. I tallied 352 miles 
on trail in August and raised more than $11,000. And I am not 
sure whether it’s the fundraising or the running and hiking that 
is harder and more exhausting. But I can emphatically say that 
both of those end results left me incredibly satisfied. And the 
thrill of racking up miles and dollars during the campaign kept 
me motivated and enthusiastic. 

I decided a long time ago as a guidebook author and outdoor 
writer — as someone who has immensely benefited from our 
trails, parks and preserves — that I need to give back. And 
while I have continued to support numerous trail groups, 
conservation organizations, land trusts and other charitable 
venues, WTA’s Hike-a-Thon is one of the causes that I really go 
all out on. It’s also one of the causes where I can immediately 
see an impact. 

The unbelievable support from my readers is what really drives 
me, and many tell me that I inspire them to get out on trail more, 
explore new places and give back to the wild places that sustain 
us. What started out as a way to have fun and raise a little money 
for our trails has morphed into a major event. I get to engage 
with hundreds of folks about our trails and why they are so 
important for our mental, physical and spiritual health.

Through social media, I share my goals and progress. My 
readers and followers encourage me by generously donating. 
Through connections with trail-friendly businesses, I am able to 
offer prizes — which are fun and encourage folks to donate. And 
— most importantly, since so many of my on-trail pursuits are 
done solo or with just a partner or two — through blogging and 
social media, I am able to engage with and be a part of a larger 
and diverse contingent of trail advocates and outdoors lovers.

From a young age, I have been obsessed with trying to live 
a life that treats my own mental, physical and spiritual 
health as a top priority. I am so grateful (through hard work, 
encouragement from others, some opportune moments and 
focused determination) that I have been able to live my “dream 
job” as a guidebook author and outdoors writer. And while I 
initially struggled to make a decent living doing it, I knew it was 
my calling and what I was meant to do. As I have become well-
established and more secure, I am now reflecting more on how I 
can give back and what kind of legacy I wish to leave.

For much of my life, I concentrated on seeing as much as I 
could see and experiencing as much as possible in regard to 
hiking and the outdoors. And I am pretty satisfied by what I 
have accomplished so far. My list of trails to hike, parks to see 
and wild places to explore continues to grow. I have always 
known there is no way I could ever do all the things I want to 
do in my lifespan. But it was within the last 2 years that this 

point became more firmly entrenched in my mind. Between 
living through the pandemic, turning 60 and acquiring an auto-
immune condition that compromised my mobility (thankfully I 
have since managed it through medication), I see all too clearly 
now that there isn’t much time left — and you just don’t know 
what tomorrow will bring.

I no longer take for granted being on trail or being able to 
make a living writing about the outdoors. I look at every day 
in the outdoors as a blessing, and I am so grateful to be able to 
continue to live my life the way I want to live it. But knowing 
that the hourglass is no longer in my favor has me thinking 
more about the future — with me no longer in it. What kind 
of legacy do I want to leave to my son, whom I love dearly, 
the hiking community that I am so strongly a part of and the 
natural world that I cherish so much?

While I will continue to write checks to organizations that 
do work that matches my values, I hope my adventures and 
writings will have a larger impact. I hope I was able to instill in 
my readers the desire to live a healthy outdoors lifestyle. I hope 
I was able to introduce many folks to the threats that our trails, 
wild places and public lands face — and to the power that we 
have to thwart those threats. I hope that through all of my books 
(25 and counting), articles (hundreds) and public appearances 
(scores) I was able to motivate people to get out of their comfort 
zones and seek out the place less traveled. It hope it all made a 
difference and contributed to a more satisfying life. And I hope 
my writing and experiences are contagious — as contagious 
as the blasted coronavirus. I hope it all made a difference and 
contributed to more satisfied lives, and that the people I helped 
inspire will in turn inspire others and continue the cycle.

I fondly recall the folks who inspired and motivated me 
throughout my life and how they have made all the difference. 
Folks like Harvey Manning and Ira Spring, whom I never 
personally met, but felt like I got to know through their writings.  
Their calls to action about protecting our wild places inspired 
me to continue the fight. Their successes in the conservation 
world are part of their grand legacy, continuing to touch me and 
countless others. Their writing and images still resonate with 
me, offering windows into the past and a glimpse of what kind 
of future is possible — but only if we make it happen.

There will come a time — far sooner than I would like — when 
I will no longer be able to hike or run, a time when I won’t be 
able to finish a manuscript, a time when I will no longer be able 
to positively engage with the natural world. When that time 
comes, I hope my son, my readers and so many people in the 
greater hiking community will take a little of me onto the trail 
with them in the form of seeking new adventures, cherishing 
the natural world and vowing to be good stewards of our wild 
places. Through all of my time engaging with so many folks, 
through my writing, adventures and campaigns like Hike-a-
Thon, I hope I was able to ignite a little passion in a lot of folks 
to do their darnedest to make sure our trails and wild places 
remain for many generations yet to come.
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TRAILS GAVE ME THE SPACE  
TO BECOME MYSELF

By Robin Roff

The author 
enjoying an early 
season snowfall at 
Cutthroat Pass.
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I grew up in a hiking family. Most weekends found us up 
some mountain or along some lonely valley path. But I 
hated to hike. I was the smallest, my back hurt, my feet 
ached and it was boring. As soon as I could, I stopped. I 

gave up the trails for city streets and friends, late nights and loud 
concerts. I was not “outdoorsy” like my parents. Or so I thought. 
Looking back, I treasure these memories — learning the names of 
wildflowers and animals, holding my father’s hand and listening 
to my mother sing to distract us from the climb.

My teenage years were challenging, as they are for many. I was 
bullied; I was different – both from my peers and my family. 
I formed a band and dove further into urban life. My parents 
ceased to understand me. I know my rejection of their woodsy 
ways hurt them, and that hurt me too, but I couldn’t change. 
Things started to unravel. 

When I left home for university at 19, happiness became elusive. 
I know now that my depression was emerging and the world was 
getting complicated. I bounced between emotional extremes 
— one minute laughing uproariously, the next wailing into my 
pillow, then fuming with anger deep within my chest. I raged 
against the traps of expectations, of what a young woman is 
supposed to be. I wasn’t any of it. The more I pushed, the deeper 
I fell into the darkness. I didn’t know who I was.

My school was in a sprawling city of grey concrete and glittering 
skyscrapers. People hurried between impatient cars, their voices 
barely audible over the cacophony of human busyness. I thought 
it was what I wanted but I quickly became restless. I was tired of 
being closed in — in my apartment, on buses, in bars. Everything 
was glassed in, walled off. My mind ached from constantly 
feeling “less than.” 

Without a car and with more time than responsibility, I started 
to walk. Sometimes I had a plan — a store or neighborhood I 
wanted to see — but mostly I just wanted to escape the negative 
voices in my head. My legs got stronger, and I found pathways 
and parklands, forgotten forests and bits of abandoned marsh. 
Little trails lovingly kept by neighbors and bigger ones built by 
community organizations. 

I started to learn the names of local plants and where raspberries 
ripened. Though I never escaped the sprawl, the world seemed 
brighter on my return from these meanderings. I didn’t know it 
then, but these discarded green spaces were the beginnings of a 
therapy that I would engage in for the rest of my life. 

The day was hot — over 80 by 9 a.m. Every step sent shooting 
pain from my hip to my gut. My shoulders burned, the skin 
rubbed raw by my pack. We were only hours into a 3-day family 
hike up San Gorgonio, an 11,000-foot peak, in California’s San 
Bernardino Mountains. It was my first backpacking trip. The path 
was relentlessly steep, and we were heading to a dry camp. Jugs 
of water swayed below our packs. It was excruciating. 

When my mother had suggested a family backpacking trip, I had 
eagerly agreed. My repertoire of urban hikes had expanded, but 
something was still missing. In my early 20s, I felt increasingly 
lost, overwhelmed by fears of the future and doubt that I would 
ever measure up. Everything felt hard. I was on the cusp of 
graduating, and I was walking into an abyss I wasn’t ready for. 

The trail up to the aptly named “Dry Lake” swung through 
countless, scorching switchbacks that sapped my excitement.

“This sucks,” I growled inwardly. “I’m not going to be able to do 
this. Why did I think I could do this?” 

The old hatred for hiking bubbled, and I fell into the deep 
grooves of insecurity. My mind was dark and told me to quit but 
there was no other option than to continue. 

That night, in a fire-less and water-less camp at almost 10,000 
feet, I looked at my family. They laughed and groaned at various 
aches. No one thought less of themselves for being in pain. We 
were all sore. I couldn’t help but laugh with them. The forest 
quieted, and a different kind of darkness descended. It felt cool 
and comforting. Calm. I went to bed enjoying the creak of my 
spent muscles.

Morning brought more grinding uphill, thankfully without much 
weight. But I was lighter in another way. My mind felt clear, 
focused. I had only one thing to do: walk. No one expected it to 
feel easy. So that is what I did — all the way to the summit.

The simplicity of hiking that sun-burnt trail stripped away self-
doubt, anger and fear. Every aching muscle was a call to pay 
attention to moving — nothing else. My mind settled for the first 
time in months. I started noticing the grass and rocks, the slow 
thud of our steps. We climbed steadily, and without realizing it, we 
reached the peak where the grey-green wilderness stretched before 
us. A golden-mantled ground squirrel scurried over my foot, 
making me laugh. I was freer than I had been since childhood.

That trip marked a major change in my life. It showed me that 
there are places where nothing matters but the sound of the 
wind in the trees. Where laughter twists through the air like 
birdsong and success is measured in pleasure, not other people’s 
opinions. My urban explorations had given me strength, but that 
hike taught me I had the power to change my own perspective. It 
taught me that I could overcome.

Life is about learning different ways of being in the world 
and hoping they bring us closer to a satisfying way of living. 
For me, the best changes have come from the trail, and I seek 
out wild spaces whenever the world gets too complicated or 
darkness creeps in. Most weekends find me up a mountain or 
along a valley path, taking in the medicine that is all around. 
Through hiking, I’ve learned just how much I can handle (a little 
more every time), to look for joy in the smallest things, and that 
slowing down is a power, not a weakness. Most of all, it has 
taught me who I want to be in the world: me.

On a recent trip over Spider Gap, I spotted a mountain goat high 
up on the ridge. Without thinking, I jumped and clapped my 
hands in wild abandon.

“You’re acting like a kid,” my partner said, smiling as he turned 
to look where I was pointing.

Exactly.

I often think back to my mother’s songs and the feel of my father’s 
grip as our arms swung at our sides. The pain is not forgotten, but 
it means less than the names of the flowers at my feet. My parents 
tried to give me this gift, but I had to give it to myself. I had to let 
the trails go to learn the power they have to transform. Ph
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“This book is really a love story. It is a love story of people 
and their connection to nature,” said Rue Mapp, the creator of 
Outdoor Afro and the author of the new book, “Nature Swagger: 
Stories and Visions of Black Joy in the Outdoors.”

Rue started Outdoor Afro as a blog in 2009. She wanted to show 
the reality she knew of Black people and their connection to 
nature — a different story from what she saw in glossy outdoor 
magazines. Over years of work, that blog has become a national 
organization that is changing the narrative of what it means 
(and looks like) to be outdoorsy.

“Nature Swagger” is a continuation of that work. The book 
features photos and stories — in prose and in poetry — from 
dozens of people telling, in their own voices, how they connect 
to and find joy in nature. The stories include hikers and 
climbers, beekeepers and gardeners, even a mixologist who 

Black Joy Outdoors

Trail Mix Bookshelf 

In her new book, Rue Mapp is telling the story 
of Black people that she has always known to 
be true — one of freedom and strength

By Jessi Loerch 

finds her inspiration in the nature right outside her own 
back door. Rue embraces all of the many ways people can 
explore outside, and the words and imagery of “Nature 
Swagger” let the many contributors share their joy. 

“The thing I was really most excited about with this book is 
that it doesn’t start, or in any way remain rooted, in a story of 
Black America’s peril and pain. Instead, it’s a story that I felt 
was so important to share and to lift up — a representation 
of Black people in the outdoors and everywhere as strong, 
beautiful and free,” Rue said.

Rue says she sees the book as in dialogue with Outdoor Afro. 
It’s another way to connect people to Outdoor Afro’s work 
and to nature.

“For so many people who get their hands on this book, 
they’re going to be introduced to Outdoor Afro for the very 
first time,” Rue said. “Or maybe they know about Outdoor 
Afro but haven’t had access to a local opportunity to engage 
with the work. And the book can meet people with a level of 
depth, beyond a cursory view of what this work is, but really 
get into my personal story and the stories of so many people 
who are a part of the ongoing work of Outdoor Afro today.” Ph
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Dudley Edmondson, 
the author of “Black 
and Brown Faces in 
America’s Wild Places” 
writes about his work 
to help Black folks 
to understand their 
ownership of public 
lands. He’s one of many 
people featured in 
Rue Mapp’s new book, 
“Nature Swagger.”
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Excerpted from “Nature Swagger,” by Rue Mapp.  
Published by Chronicle Books and available now.

I n the past 12 years since I sat down and wrote that first blog 
post, Outdoor Afro has grown into an organization that touches 
thousands through in-person adventure, and millions more through 
digital media to broaden what outdoor participation looks like and 

who leads experiences in nature all over the country. You’ll find Outdoor 
Afro leaders getting people out to camp in the Colorado Rockies, hike in 
view of the St. Louis Gateway Arch, bird-watch in the Florida Everglades, 
canoe in the Mississippi River, and more—all while learning about the 
long heritage of Black people connecting in nature. Some of our trained 
leaders have even gone on to do capstone events together, such as climb 
the Sierra heights of Mount Whitney in California, walk in Harriet Tubman’s 
footsteps along the Appalachian Trail, and pilgrimage to the far reaches of 
Africa in Tanzania to find new definitions of summit on Mount Kilimanjaro, 
surrounded by people who look like them. 

This journey has taken me to many 
different places and introduced 
me to many incredible people who 
have become my newest wave of 
lifelong friends, all of which has 
taught me profound lessons about 
the personal and societal challenges 
that nature is adept at helping us 
solve. In the years of racial divide 
and civic unrest in which my work 
developed, we began Healing Hikes 
as a showcase of continued and 
expanded clarity of the power of 
nature to teach, transform, and heal. 
We have lifted up and rebranded 
historical figures such as Harriet 
Tubman as a true wilderness 

leader who had those same values and outcomes for our community. Most 
importantly, it’s become clearer to me over the years that nature is not some 
place over there — it is present within us. Always. Therefore, the concept of 
connecting people to nature is actually a journey inward and a homecoming 
with oneself. 

As I joyously learned about nature and myself over the years, I eventually 
felt the quickening of a book that wanted to be born so I could share the 
gift of our empowered story with others. I felt transported to the innocent, 
yet powerful, moment when I wrote in a journal for the first time as a child, 
and understood there was so much more I needed to write about and share 
today — not only my own journey to become joyously transformed through 
nature, but also the stories of others who might never have had the specific 
and loving platform of this book. A diary all grown up.

While enthusiastically focused on Black American experiences, “Nature 
Swagger” is a universal roadmap to discover the delights, joys and 
possibilities of transformation for anyone through nature. You will discover 
the epiphanies of high adventure alongside meditations on love of a favorite 
place or person, and poetic revelations about our wild foodways — how it 
can all work together, and, by extension, how we can, too. 

This book, as my father would describe it, is your standing invitation to 
reconnect with nature, and write your own story and transform within it.

While enthusiastically 
focused on 
Black American 
experiences, “Nature 
Swagger” is a 
universal roadmap to 
discover the delights, 
joys and possibilities 
of transformation 
for anyone through 
nature. Ph
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“No one is hot, not even me, 
Under the shade of my calabash tree. 
No one is hot, not even me, 
Under the shade of my calabash tree.”

I made up this song when I was six. Perhaps it was inspired 
by the lyrical Anansi the Spider stories I read around that time—
stories where I first heard of a calabash. Those tales spoke to 
me, and I was inspired to make up my own new songs and 
stories, as I ran around barefoot in wet grass as a kid. I’d find a 
big branch downed from an East Coast summer thunderstorm, 
and parade around singing to myself with the branch propped 
over my shoulder. 

When I can find that little girl, that creative little child who 
spent a lot of time on her own, making up worlds, inspired by 
everything she saw around her, I am at my happiest. I think that 
is also when I am at my best. It fuels me, that feeling, and the 
desire to share it. 

Now that I am grown, spending time outside is not so 
much about creating a relationship with the outdoors. It’s 
reconnecting with the mud and the sunshine and the creeks 
that I knew growing up.

And I know not everyone grew up that way, especially many 
people of color. At the same time, I also know that we’ve been 

Trail Mix Bookshelf 

That Is in Us
By Faith E. Briggs 
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fed lies about ourselves for so long, it’s sometimes hard to 
disprove the myths, even to ourselves. 

There is a myth that says that Black people don’t have a 
relationship with the natural world. The image that has been 
popularized in the American imagination is of city-dwelling 
people who only know and love concrete and bricks. I think our 
ability to so fully adapt to any environment, to the point that 
we make it ours, is a testament to our resilience. We thrived 
culturally, even when given the most unwanted places and things. 

That’s one of the things I love about being Black. 

The truth is that we built this country. We worked its soil. We 
introduced our crops, from seeds braided into our hair when 
we were stolen across the seas. We made Sunday gardens and 
bought our bodies back by selling the additional vegetables that 
we could grow on our own, despite being enslaved. And when 
we were free, we remained the knowledge keepers of the earth. 
Our knowledge was so valuable that new insidious methods 
of tying us to the economy were created: sharecropping, debt 
peonage. We had to steal away in the night to go North, even 
as “free” people. In so many cases, we were forced to leave the 
land to try to get free. In so many cases, the land was taken from 
us, by force and violence and cheating. 

We took with us so much knowing. It is in our grandmother’s 
hands, in our cooking, in our windowsill gardens. It is in us. 
It’s been there for generations, epigenetic. The feeling of a cool 
breeze on our necks, warm mud under our feet, the in-between 
moments of the taste of freedom on the wind, of singing 
together outside. That is in us.

— Excerpted from “Nature Swagger.”
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 Photos by Reco Bembry and Loren Drummond 

SNOWSHOEING
Feb. 25 – Gold Creek (Snoqualmie Pass)

HIKING
April 29 – Tradition Plateau (Issaquah)
Oct. 14 – Clark’s Creek (Puyallup)

CAMPING
June 3 – Dash Point (Federal Way)

BACKPACKING
July 13–16 – North Cascades 
National Park 

Check our website for details on  
gear library orientations. 

LEARN • LEAD • INSPIRE

GET OUTSIDE
Let us help you 

Calling all educators and youth program professionals 
— take learning outdoors this year with youth and 
families in your community. Join WTA to learn how 
to plan and lead snowshoeing, camping, hiking or 
backpacking outings with your program. By the end 
of the hands-on workshop, you will have the skills to 
feel confident in setting goals and leading a fun and 
memorable outing. After attending a workshop, you 
gain access to WTA’s gear libraries — including WTA’s 
newest gear library in Puyallup! 

with youth and families 



Heat it Up
What you need to know to pick — 
and make the most of — a stove 

for hiking or backpacking

By Sandra Saathoff 

Liquid gas 
stoves have the 
advantage of 
working better in 
cold weather, and 
it can be easier to 
bring more fuel for 
them. 



O ne of my favorite moments of the day during a 
backpacking trip is that first forkful of dinner 
making its way into my mouth. Food tastes so 
good after a day of hiking. Of course, first I need to 

cook dinner, and that brings us to today’s gear topic: stoves and 
fuel. In true capitalist fashion, there are many options to choose 
from and they each have their pros and cons. Let’s take a look at 
the general options, as once you’ve decided what type of stove 
seems most suited to you, you can search for options within 
that category.

Canister stoves
Canister stoves seem to be the most popular on trail these days. 
The stove screws onto the gas canister, which sits on dirt (with 
no flammable material nearby) and provides a single burner 
on which you can place your cooking vessel. These stoves 
generally use isobutane or propane and the type of fuel used 
is determined by the stove purchased — the manufacturer will 
indicate what type of fuel canister to purchase. 

Canister stoves tend to be simple to use and lightweight. There 
are lots of manufacturers to choose from and a quick Internet 
search will provide a comparison between the options if you’re 
in the market for a new stove. The stoves generally come with 
prongs that open into a burner, a valve by which the amount 
of fuel is controlled, and a port that screws onto the top of the 
canister. Some come with a built-in lighter, while most are lit 
with a match or hand-held lighter. 

Most canister stoves are only as stable as the surface on which 
they are placed and the burner is not terribly wide. Take care, 
as tipping would be annoying, result in dumping your water or 
meal on the ground, or be dangerous — potentially starting a 
fire or causing a burn.

Liquid gas stoves
For colder or winter conditions, liquid fuel stoves that use 
white gas might offer a more positive experience. Canister gas 
will not ignite in temperatures below 15 degrees Fahrenheit, 
while liquid stove fuel is usable down to 40 degrees below zero. 
Liquid fuel stoves consist of a burner and valve, along with a 
pump to create pressure in the tank that holds the fuel and a 
connection point to the fuel. When you’ll be out for long trips, 
this can be a lighter weight option than carrying multiple fuel 
canisters. Some groups also prefer how liquid gas stoves make 
it easier to know how much fuel you have, or to bring extra fuel 
for large groups or long trips. Liquid stoves do require some 
maintenance, but being able to cook when it’s cold makes up 
for that. The maintenance is generally outlined in the stove 
instructions (or online) and consists of taking the stove apart 
and cleaning it with warm water, soap and an old toothbrush. 
Then you need to dry the stove completely to prevent rust and 
clean the fuel line with WD-40 or mineral oil.

Alcohol stoves
These stoves are incredibly lightweight and can either be 
commercially purchased or made from a cat food can or cut-
down soda can, appealing to weight-conscious hikers or DIYers. 

In addition to the stove, you carry a bottle of denatured alcohol, 
which is inexpensive and easy to find. A portion of alcohol is 
poured into the stove port, where it is lit and then burns until 
the alcohol has been consumed. These stoves require little to no 
maintenance and rarely malfunction. However, a windscreen is 
often necessary to protect the flame and some trial and error is 
needed to determine how much fuel is needed. Never ever try 
to refill an alcohol stove while it’s burning. The fuel bottle can 
ignite, a clear danger to oneself and one’s environment. 

Alcohol stoves burn at a lower heat than the other two options 
previously mentioned and the temperature can’t be controlled. 
The true concern with these stoves is the fire danger. During 
fire restrictions, alcohol stoves may be banned because of the 
possibility of spilling fuel. Several fires on the PCT have been 
started by hikers using alcohol stoves. In case of a fire caused 
by a fuel spill, remember to smother the fire with dirt, not water. 
Water will only transport the fire to new places.

Wood stoves
Wood stoves take away the need to carry fuel, instead putting 
the burden on the backpacker to find dry twigs — and they 
can take a lot of fuel. This makes this option lightweight but 
hikers may find cooking challenging when adventuring in 
wet conditions or above the tree line. And in some areas, 
wood gathering is not allowed. As with alcohol stoves, the 
true concern with wood stoves is the fire danger. During fire 
restrictions, wood stoves may be also banned because of the 
possibility of embers on the wind starting a fire.

Another option: Leave your stove at home
There’s always the option to leave the stove at home and cold 
soak dinner or only take food that doesn’t need to be cooked 
or hydrated. To cold soak, you carry a container with a screw 
top lid and dump your dinner into it, along with the amount of 
water needed to hydrate it, and let time do the work while you 
hike. Generally, you’d prepare dinner during your lunch break 

General cooking tips
Regardless of the stove you choose, some basic cooking 
wisdom is good to keep in mind:

• Place your stove on level ground sheltered from the 
wind and away from flammable vegetation.
• Keep water and dirt nearby, in case of fire. 
• Never cook inside your tent. You risk carbon-monoxide 
poisoning or holes in your tent. 
• In bear country, you’ll want to cook far away from your 
sleeping area so you don’t lure Yogi to your tent … or 
Mickey Mouse either, for that matter.
• Be sure your stove is cool before putting it away – both 
so you don’t burn your fingers and so you don’t catch 
your belongings on fire.
• Pick up all your trash and carry it out with you.
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so when you’re ready to eat, your dinner is ready. It’s always 
good to research and test cold-soak meals in advance to be sure 
hydration is properly achieved and your dinner is palatable. 
The pro of this option is weight and space savings inside your 
pack. The con depends on how much you enjoy that morning 
coffee or hot evening meal. In colder conditions, you may have 
to hike with your meal inside your jacket so it has the chance to 
properly hydrate.

Practice before you go
Whatever stove you plan to use, it’s good to make a practice 
meal before heading out on trail. This will help you learn how 
to operate your stove and help you assess how much fuel it 
takes to make dinner. Your fuel needs will vary depending on 
whether you’re just boiling water to dump into a pouch or are 
cooking something that needs to simmer. The same is true for 
breakfast: are you just heating up water for coffee or cooking 
eggs and bacon? Canisters come in multiple sizes and knowing 
that the smaller canister has plenty of fuel for your trip will 
save several ounces in your pack weight. On the other hand, 
knowing that you need the larger canister ensures you won’t be 
drinking cold coffee on the last morning. 

Wind protection
Wind protection can be an important component to your cook 
system — for more than one reason. A wind screen protects 
your flame, allowing it to stay focused under the pot so it can 
efficiently heat the water, saving fuel. It also keeps the wind 
off your pot, again increasing fuel efficiency. But whether you 
spring for a commercial wind screen or make one out of a piece 
of aluminum foil depends on your stove choice. Commercial 
wind screens are not recommended with some canister stoves 
(read your manual) because they can trap excessive heat, 
potentially causing an explosion. You can use a bit of strategy 
when cooking in a breeze though. Finding a location that 
is sheltered from the wind can be as easy as moving to the 
sheltered side of your tent or behind a rock or stand of trees. 
You can also co-opt your food bag, water bottles and body to 
shield the stove from the wind. Understand your assets and use 
them. Efficiency in the backcountry is important — you’re likely 
hungry and ready for dinner — and you also want to be sure you 
have enough fuel to complete the trip. 

Fuel canister tips
It’s likely there will be at least some fuel left in your canister 
after your trip — hardly anyone is lucky enough to use the 
last ounce of fuel the morning they’re walking back to the 
vehicle. How do you know how much fuel is left and why is this 
important? If, for example, you were out for 5 days and know 
you have half a canister left, you can be reasonably certain that 
you can take the canister with you for another 5-day trip. There 
are two ways to determine what you’ve got left. 

You’ll notice on the canister that there is a gross weight and a 
net weight. Gross weight is the weight of the full canister plus 
the fuel inside. Net weight is the weight of just the canister. 
The difference is how much fuel is inside. You can weigh your 

full canister when you purchase it. When you get back, weigh 
it again and record the weight with a permanent marker along 
with the date. If you had 8 ounces of fuel inside, and you 
now have 4, you know how much you have and under what 
conditions you used it, giving you a pretty good idea how many 
more meals worth of fuel you have available.

The second method involves floating the canister in a container 
of water. The canister will sink to a level in the water — lower 
if it has more fuel and higher if it has less. On the side of the 
canister, there are generally markings for full, half and empty. 
Again, take that permanent marker and note where the water 
level is on the canister, along with the date. This gives you 
a general idea how much fuel is left inside. I tend to like the 
weight method better, as it seems more accurate. 

Once a canister is empty (leave your stove valve open outside to 
be absolutely certain) the best practice is to puncture it and take 
it to a recycling center that accepts hazardous waste or mixed 
metal. These locations generally accept used canisters, but you 
may wish to call ahead to be sure. The landfill is not the best 
place for fuel canisters. (A few places accept empty canisters for 
recycling, including The Mountaineers in Seattle.)

It seems like there’s a lot that goes into making sure you’re well-
fed on trail, but most of that is deciding which system works 
best for you and the conditions you’ll be going out into, then 
purchasing and packing that option in your pack. After that, it’s 
just a matter of hiking and looking forward to another glorious 
meal. Bon appétit!

Canister stoves are generally extremely easy to use, but can be a 
bit unstable, so cooks will want to be careful moving around them. 
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Help us secure this vision for the future. 
Join the Legacy Circle by including WTA 
in your estate or will — it’s never too soon 
to start planning your legacy. 

To learn more about your giving  
options, contact Corinne Handelman  
at chandelman@wta.org.

Photo by Yunyan Wang

Learn more at wta.org/legacy

At WTA, we envision a future where 
everyone who seeks nature’s splendor can 
quickly find themselves outdoors. A future 
where trails are so abundant and high 
quality that anyone can use them safely and 
enjoyably. A future where our shared wild 
spaces are cherished and protected by all.

Trails for  
Everyone, 
Forever



By Zyanya Alvarez

In the past, whenever I found an opportunity to go hiking, especially in 
colder weather, I was reluctant to bring my camera gear with me, rather 
than just my phone.  The main reason was that I did not have a backpack 
that could safely hold both my camera equipment and my other hiking 
essentials. (Trust me, you don’t want to be mixing snacks with camera 
gear — that leads to disaster!) 

I did some research, gathered tips from others 
and tried things myself until I ended up with a 
functional solution for the shutterbug in me. 

What motivates me to bring more than just my 
phone camera? Having a lightweight option for what 
I carry. This is not easy when you have to consider 
the special gear required for winter scenarios. And, 
if there’s a lot of snow where you are going, you will 
also have to bring snowshoes and poles. 

With all the special gear on you, there is another 
important thing to consider: watching your step. 
I usually don’t like having the camera on my front 
when I’m hiking on difficult trail conditions because 
I worry that my camera will get damaged when I 
have to bend or I take a false step. 

Carry a Little
Photograph a Lot
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Look after yourself first
Having proper gear to protect you from the cold, 
the rain and even the snow will make it easier for 
you to enjoy taking pictures while you are out on an 
adventure. Waterproof and insulated clothing will be 
your best friends. Once you’ve taken care of that, it’s 
time to think about protecting your back and your 
knees. The key is to distribute the weight of your 
backpack in a way that can help you avoid possible 
injuries. You know your body and strength better 
than anyone else. And don’t forget to use gloves to 
protect your fingers when using the camera!

Evaluate what you need
Before investing in a backpack or modifying your 
existing one, there are a lot of factors to consider, 

depending on your photography interests. Maybe you’re into night 
photography and would love to capture the stars glowing over the 
snowy mountains, so you need to carry a tripod with you (a carbon 
fiber tripod works best because it does not retain cold and is lighter). 
Maybe wildlife is your favorite subject to photograph and you want 
super crisp, high-resolution photos, so you need a telephoto lens 
(known for being larger and heavier than other lenses). 

Considering the size of the equipment you want to carry will help you 
decide which features you need in your backpack. I found that two 
compartments, each with its own access, work perfectly. One is for my 
hiking essentials, and the other one is for keeping all my camera stuff 
safe. It’s a padded compartment, like what you find inside a camera 
bag. 

Pro tip: Most camera bags have the option to remove the padded 
compartment, which you could use in your hiking backpack. 

Plan your shots in advance 
Even though nature is unpredictable, having an idea of the type of 
photos you expect to capture on your hike could help you prepare the 
settings on your camera the day before. Most digital cameras have 
similar options. Play with the modes your camera has to offer. Most 
of them adapt great depending on what the camera sensor reads. The 
goal is to have everything ready so you can just take the camera out of 
the bag, adjust the focus and shoot.

There are so many options to choose from when it comes to camera 
equipment, for all types of budgets. Whether you have a DSLR, a 
mirrorless camera, a GoPro or a film camera, I recommend always 
including some sort of camera stabilizer (like a tripod), extra 
memory cards and extra batteries (battery life is shortened in colder 
temperatures). 

Protect your gear, capture the moment and enjoy
Now you are ready for a lightweight outdoor adventure. Remember 
that protection is key, no matter what. It will help you have a better 
experience and it’ll make your equipment last longer. And even 
though your backpack may not feel heavy, remove it once in a while 
when you take pictures. Your back and shoulders will thank you and 
you’ll have an opportunity to try different angles for your composition. 

Think carefully about what you pack, and you’ll have room for your camera 
and the gear you need to keep you safe and cozy in the winter. 
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Hike It

Make a Good  
Impression
Even in winter, Washington’s scenery will knock 
your socks off. Check out each of these trails for 
a variety of stunning outings right now. If you’ve 
already been to them yourself, bring a friend this 
time (and an extra pair of socks for your buddy.)

Most Impressive
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White Bluffs — North
Tri-Cities
Sand dunes in Washington? You bet. These 
are a must-see, especially if it’s snowed a bit. 
By Anna Roth

From the trailhead near the boat launch, head 
north on a well-worn but unsigned footpath. 
Follow it through shrub-steppe for 2 miles to the 
first dune. 

How much wildlife do you notice in this section? 
The flora and fauna here are plentiful and 
diverse. Look for bald and golden eagles, ospreys, 
ravens, herons and red-winged blackbirds in the 
marshy areas nearby and animals like lizards and 
small mammals in the sandy areas along and on 
top of the bluffs.

For geology nerds, the white bluffs are a marvel 
in themselves. As the Columbia cut through the 
prehistoric Ringold Formation, it carved away 
this rock and left strikingly bright cliffs. Tiny 
flecks of granite sparkle in the sand mix of the 
dunes. Views of the Hanford site will appeal to 
history buffs.

After 2 miles, you’ll reach the first dune. It’s a 
great break spot to take in the views and listen 
to the wildlife around you and the river below. 
If you’ve got the energy, there is a second dune 
another mile and a half along, but once up on the 
dunes there is no trail to follow.

WTA pro tip: Keep in mind that some soils in 
the high desert of Washington are cryptobiotic. 
These are extremely fragile and take a long time 
to recover after being stepped on. Please watch 
where you step!
Distance: 7 miles roundtrip  ◆  Elevation gain: 500 feet  ◆  
Map: USGS Locke Island  ◆  Permit: None  ◆  Dogs: Leashed

Info: wta.org/go-hiking/hikes/white-bluffs-north

Trailhead: From the Tri-Cities, drive north on Highway 240 
for 29 miles to a junction, and stay straight to Highway 24. 
Cross the Vernita Bridge and stay on Highway 24 for 19 
miles, then turn right (south) onto a gravel road. Continue 
for 4 miles, then take a right and drive downhill 1.3 miles 
to a small parking area near the boat launch. The trail starts 
next to a single fencepost. 

NEARBY HIKES
Chukar Lake and Blythe Lake: This short trail makes a 
big impression. From beginning to end, the surrounding 
cliffs and distant vistas are spectacular to behold. (3.2 miles 
round trip, 350 feet gain)

Potholes State Park and Frenchman Hills Loop: Take a 
trip around this loop along a rushing waterway. The route 
may be a touch overgrown, but it’s still a lovely river stroll, 
and you can use the state park as a basecamp! (2.3 miles 
round trip, 51 feet gain)
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Lime Kiln Point State Park
San Juan Islands 
See a mega-scenic lighthouse, dramatic strait-side views and maybe even 
otters and orcas. 
By Jessica Kelley

Start on the Upland Trail at the north end of the parking lot. As you ascend, you 
pass several unmarked paths leading right. Ignore these and continue on the main 
trail, dropping downhill and passing a water tower on your left. At 0.4 mile, reach 
a signed three-way junction. The trails here lead back to the parking lot, to the 
lighthouse and to the lime kiln.

Head to the kiln, pausing at a small overlook to get a bird’s eye view of the area and 
read some interesting facts about the once-thriving lime industry. Then, descend 
steep stairs on your left to the water’s edge, where a couple of picnic tables provide 
a great spot to enjoy lunch or simply listen to the water burble against the rocks.

After exploring the kiln site, return to the intersection and turn right, heading 
toward the water and the lighthouse. The lighthouse is Lime Kiln Point’s prime 
whale-watching spot, complete with a whale listening station. There are gorgeous 
madrona trees here, too, and on a clear day a peek-a-boo view of Mount Rainier. 

WTA pro tip: Passing the lighthouse area, you’ll reach an intersection with the 
trail to Deadman Bay 1.15 miles into your walk. Go right for more distance (0.6 mile 
roundtrip), or head slightly left up the wide gravel trail back to the parking lot. 
Take note, there’s exposure: The detour to Deadman is a narrow trail along steep 
rocky outcroppings. It hugs the shoreline and offers even more views and chances 
to see whales.

Distance: 1.4 miles roundtrip     
Elevation gain: 276 feet     
Map: sanjuanislandtrails.org/trailsw/ 
lime-kiln-park     
Permit: Discover Pass     
Dogs: Leashed

Info: wta.org/go-hiking/hikes/lime-kiln-state-
park

Trailhead: Take the Anacortes ferry to Friday 
Harbor. Once off the ferry, head southeast on 
Second St towards Spring St. Turn right on 
Spring, which becomes San Juan Valley Rd. After 
0.7 mile, take a left on Douglas Rd, then a right 
on Bailer Hill Rd, which eventually turns into 
West Side Rd. Approx 8.5 miles from the ferry 
terminal, West Side Rd veers right, away from the 
water, to an intersection. This is the entrance into 
Lime Kiln Point State Park. There is a large paved 
lot with toilets and garbage cans at the trailhead.

NEARBY HIKES
Iceberg Point: A short loop hike to rock cliffs, 
with fantastic views out toward the Olympic 
Peninsula and back toward other parts of Lopez 
Island. (3 miles roundtrip, 50 feet gain)

Mount Finlayson: With expansive views of 
the Strait of Juan de Fuca contrasting with 
deep forest lagoons, the Mount Finlayson loop 
features the variety of ecosystems that San Juan 
Island offers in an easy and scenic trail. (3.6 miles 
roundtrip, 408 feet gain)



Steigerwald Lake National Wildlife Refuge
Vancouver Area 
This newly renovated wildlife refuge with a wheelchair-friendly trail plays host to more 
than 200 species of waterfowl and songbirds and views of the dramatic Columbia River.
By Susan Saul

The hiker-only Mountain View Trail starts at the parking lot and follows the top of the west levee 
for 1 mile to the Columbia River, where it intersects with the Refuge River Trail. The wheelchair-
friendly route is 12 feet wide, made of compacted gravel and provides views of Mount Hood on a 
clear day. 

The Refuge River Trail is open to hikers, joggers, horseback riders, cyclists and dogs on leash. 
This out-and-back trail follows the dike top along the Columbia River. The trail meets up with 
the Mountain View Trail after about a mile and continues east for 2.5 miles more. This trail 
parallels the Columbia River and then meanders farther into the refuge. Two large footbridges 
and a viewpoint overlooking the river allow you different ways to connect and view the refuge. 
The trail surface is mostly compacted gravel except for 0.3 mile of soft sand between the Gibbons 
Creek Wildlife Art Trail connection points.   

The hiker-only 1-mile Gibbons Creek Wildlife Art Trail is accessed from the Refuge River Trail, 0.3 
mile east of its intersection with the Mountain View Trail. It wraps around Redtail Lake and over 
two bridges before reconnecting with the Refuge River Trail. 

WTA pro tip: You will not find signs to read but rather art to discover as you explore. Look for 
quotes among the stone benches, sculptures and bike racks styled like wildlife cutouts. A small 
out-and-back trail heads west off the second bridge to a dead end looking out over a wetland. 
The return hike along the Refuge River Trail to reconnect with the Mountain View Trail is 1 mile.

Distance: 6.8 miles roundtrip   
Elevation gain: 55 feet 
Map: fws.gov/media/steigerwald- 
lake-nwr-map-may-1 
Permit: Refuge entry fee 
Dogs: No, except the Refuge Trail 
Info: wta.org/go-hiking/hikes/
gibbons-creek-wildlife-art-trail 
Trailhead: From I-5 in Vancouver, go 
east on SR 14 about 18 miles to the 
refuge entrance on the right. Check 
the refuge website for opening and 
closing times for the automatic gate 
at the refuge entrance.

NEARBY HIKES
Columbia River Renaissance Trail: 
This paved trail near the Columbia 
River offers stopping spots near 
landmarks of art by Maya Lin, as part 
of her piece, “Confluence.” (5 miles 
roundtrip, 10 feet gain)

Cape Horn: This trail provides views 
of the Columbia River Gorge, an 
intimate look at Cape Horn Falls, 
and a workout. Hike it as a loop in 
winter, because from February to 
July a section of the trail is closed for 
falcon nesting (7.2 miles roundtrip, 
1,300 feet gain)

Be a Champion for Trails  

Learn more at wta.org/hikerrallyday

• Discuss issues facing public lands.

• Share your hiking stories with your 
state representatives.

• Connect with the hiking community.

Join WTA and other passionate hikers to 
advocate for the trails we love. You will:

March 2023

HIKER RALLY DAY HIKER RALLY DAY 



South Coast Wilderness Trail
Pacific Coast
If you’re feeling ambitious, a wintry backpacking trip on the Washing-
ton coast is dramatic, challenging, and a lot of fun.
By Rachel Wendling

Thanks to its mild year-round temps, Washington’s Pacific Coast is the 
perfect place for a snow-free winter backpacking trip. Admire breathtaking 
sunsets, watch for bald eagles and listen to the waves — just be sure to pack 
a tide chart, some sturdy boots and a good rain jacket!

Starting from the popular Third Beach trailhead, you’ll likely have company 
for the first 1.5 miles as you meander through lush forest before hitting the 
sandy shore. Once at the beach, head south to begin your adventure up and 
over a series of headlands, assisted by ropes and ladders. These tend to get 
pretty muddy during the rainy season, so traction and gloves can be helpful.

At around 6 miles, you’ll reach Toleak Point — a popular destination for 
overnighters — but there are plenty of designated campsites to choose from 
along the route (be sure to snag the correct campsite permit from recreation.
gov before heading out!) If you decide to set up camp here, you’ll have 
another 10 miles of shoreline and headlands to traverse on day 2. Expect a 
few refreshing and slow-moving water crossings on your second day, along 
with several stretches of rocky beach to navigate before turning back inland 
to reach the Oil City trailhead.

Distance: 17 miles, one-way  ◆  Elevation gain: 2,000 feet 
Map: Green Trails No. 163s LaPush 
Permit: Backcountry camping permit  ◆  Dogs: No 
Info: wta.org/go-hiking/hikes/toleak-point

Trailhead: From Port Angeles, follow Highway 101 west 
for 55 miles to the junction with State Route 110 (signed 
Mora–La Push). From Forks, the junction is 2 miles north. 
Continue west on Highway 110. In 7.7 miles, at Quillayute 
Prairie, 110 splits. Take the left fork (La Push Road) and 
proceed 3.8 miles to the trailhead, located on the south 
side of the road. Privy available.

To reach the opposite trailhead at Oil City, head south on 
Highway 101 to between milepost 177 and 178, just north 
of the Hoh River. Turn onto Oil City Road, which is both 
paved and dirt in sections and follow it to the end. This 
trailhead has lots of parking and a privy.

NEARBY HIKES
Oil City: Check out just one end of the trail described 
above but with a lot of variety. It starts out as a short forest 
jaunt along the Hoh River and ends at the sandy shores of 
the Pacific Ocean. (2.9 miles roundtrip, 250 feet elevation 
gain) 

Ruby Beach: After a long closure, this area has reopened. 
With several miles of beach exploration, unique rock 
formations and swirling sun-bleached driftwood. (6 miles 
roundtrip, 60 feet elevation gain)
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In each magazine, we 
like to highlight the 
great work of our trip 
reporters by sharing a 
particular trip report. 
Anna Heatwole, aka 
trip reporter heatwolea, 
wrote a charming and 
helpful trip report about her weekend 
hike to Lake Ingalls, where she described 
the magnificent landscape and wildlife 
she encountered. She shared information 
about the parking lot and difficult-to-
navigate places, and she beautifully 
detailed what hikers can expect to see on 
their way to the lake. 

“I hike because I breathe differently 
in the mountains. The air is different. 
My heart calms, my mind clears, and 
everything is beautiful,” Anna said. “As 
I’ve been here longer, I’ve learned some 
of the trees, plants, birds and fungi. … 
Washington became my home because of 

Trip Report 
Corner
Spotlighting a great report  
and celebrating its writer

its wilderness. I’d never seen — or felt — 
anything like it.”

Anna’s first hike was an 8-day stint on 
the Appalachian Trail. After some time 
in California, she moved to Washington, 
where hiking became a big part of her 
life. 

Though she wrote her first trip reports 
just for loved ones, she soon began 
sharing them with WTA readers, too. She 
found them helpful for her own trips, and 
wanted to help other hikers.

“I started by journaling these trips in 
emails to my family, to keep in touch 
and show them what I love about 
this place. But then I realized how 
much I rely on WTA contributors 
for my trip planning, and thought 
I could be posting these — though 
maybe more front-loaded with info 
that’s useful,”  Anna said. “Now I 
write long-winded trip reports that 

read in part like information for hikers, 
and in part like I’m storytelling with 
mom.”

For Anna, trip reports provide great 
information about trail conditions, but 
they are also much more than that. 

“I read trip reports for the useful stuff — 
road conditions, water crossings, bugs, 
obstacles or animals to be aware of,” 
Anna said. “But I write to lock in the 
memory. If someone happens to enjoy 
one of my posts enough to read it to the 
end, I hope it inspires them to go. I think 
we’re all a little healthier and happier for 
being in nature.” 

Lake Ingalls
Region: Snoqualmie Region
Trip reporter: heatwolea

Winter can be a beautiful 
but risky time to be 
outside. Staying safe 
during the winter requires 
hikers to know what to 
expect on the trail. Here 
are some specific details 
you can share that other 
hikers will appreciate this 
season.

Snow: Road and trail 
conditions can be 
dangerous in the snowy 
season. Let other 
hikers know where you 
encountered snow on your 
hike and how much there 
was so they know what 
to expect and can make 
informed decisions.

Trail conditions: Even if 
there isn’t snow on the 
ground, wet winter weather 
can cause trail damage 
(like mudslides) or difficult 
hiking conditions (like trail 
flooding). Any information 
you can share about issues 
on trail can help hikers plan 
their hikes better. 

Useful gear: Did 
microspikes or crampons 
keep you from slipping 
on trail? Are snowshoes 
necessary to avoid 
postholing? Help 
others plan to bring the 
appropriate gear.

Sun exposure: Even 
though it’s winter, snow 
on the ground can make 
it even easier to get 
sunburned and blinded by 
light, as sunlight reflects 
off the snow. If the trail is 
very exposed and covered 
in snow, let others know 
so they can pack sun 
protection or time their 
hike to avoid the sun.

wta.org/
tripreports

Help fellow 
hikers. File a 
trip report at:
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N ow that the weather has finally cooled down 
and rain is back in the forecast, we’re officially 
leaving the wildfire season behind. Every year, 
land managers in areas where wildfires rage on 

during the summer and fall — like Washington — employ a 
variety of methods to prevent wildfires. One of these methods is 
prescribed burns. 

Prescribed burns — or controlled burns — are deliberately set 
outdoor fires, often in forests and places with tall grass. That 
might seem counterproductive. Why would anyone want to 
purposefully set our beloved outdoor areas on fire when we 
want to stop wildfires? 

If done with proper planning in the right conditions, prescribed 
burns can be a good way to stop future wildfires from getting 
out of control. Some prescribed burns are specifically set in 
areas that would provide a lot of fuel to a potential wildfire, like 
thick forests or places with a lot of dry debris on the ground. 

Fire is also, of course, a natural phenomenon — some habitats 
and ecosystems in nature actually depend on regular fires to 
cycle through old and new growth. Some seeds can’t begin to 
grow until a fire opens up the vessel (like pine cones) they’re in. 
Thinning out a thick forest canopy can help the undergrowth 
grow by allowing more sunlight to pass through. It can also 
replenish nutrients in the soil. 

In other words, it’s not necessarily good for our outdoor spaces 
to eliminate fires altogether. But relying on wildfires to do 
that job can be dangerous and unpredictable, and may end Ph
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By Tiffany Chou up damaging the environment — and our lungs — more than 
helping it. Wildfires are, well … wild. Prescribed burns are not 
wildfires. By planning prescribed burns, land managers can 
control the amount of spread the fire has and limit its effects.

Before a prescribed fire can be lit, land managers need to make 
comprehensive management plans, which include outlining 
the reasons for setting the fire, specifying its fuel and planned 
size and what the right conditions need to be — weather and 
temperature, among other considerations — to safely set the fire. 
They also track wind to avoid sending large amounts of smoke to 
heavily populated areas. 

On the planned start date of the burn, conditions have to be 
right or the burn will be rescheduled. This can be a big problem 
for prescribed burns, as these conditions can be difficult to 
predict accurately. But when conditions are right, the burns will 
be carried out and monitored by trained fire specialists, who 
know how to oversee large fires. 

The processes and methods to set, manage and extinguish 
prescribed burns can be complicated and highly dependent on 
the specific area and conditions. There are several types of burns 
that have different behavior, purposes and required conditions 
— most use the wind to manipulate the fire’s spread. Oftentimes, 
multiple types of fires will be used to spread the fire to the right 
places.

Even though we often think of fires as wholly harmful things 
for our outdoor spaces, they aren’t inherently bad. But when 
they are uncontrolled, they certainly can do a lot of damage. 
Prescribed burns are a way to glean the benefits of natural fires 
and mitigate the destruction of large wildfires.

Why Do We Need 
Prescribed Burns?
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MEMORY
Gary Anderson encountered 
many animals on a solo hike 
at Sunrise in Mount Rainier 
National Park — he was able to 
get great photos of marmots, 
pikas, squirrels, chipmunks 
and birds in just the first bit of 
his day hike.

But when he reached Frozen 
Lake, he ran into a welcome 
and surprising stranger. A 
weasel appeared on the trail, 
and it even stood up to pose for 
the camera. It’s a good thing he 
was already prepared to take 
the photo with his DSLR camera 
on a chest harness, as other 
hikers showed up soon after he 
saw the weasel, and it quickly 
made itself scarce. 

“I like the cute, innocent 
expression on the weasel’s 
face, which belies the fact that 
weasels are actually ruthless 
predators,” Gary said. “His 
appearance made the hike one 
for the memory banks, as I had 
never seen one along the trail 
before.”

He finds that photography 
enhances his hiking 
experiences — it gives him an 
opportunity to step away from 
everyday worries and leave with 
meaningful keepsakes.

“Nature photography allows 
me to live in the moment and 
focus 100% of my thoughts 
and energy on the subject in 
front of me. While hiking, my 
thoughts may occasionally drift 
toward real-life stressors. That 
immediately goes away when 
an interesting scene or critter 
is begging for photographic 
attention,” Gary said. “With 
photography, I feel like I finish 
the hike with a memory card 
full of treasures — a set of 
images that summarizes for 
others what can be discovered 
during a day on the trail.”

Snapshot



Photo by Scott Williams

You did it.  
Now relive it.  
File a trip report. 
wta.org/tripreports

Trail: Kendall Peak Lakes  
Snowshoe 
Location: Snoqualmie Pass
Type of trip: Day hike
Trail conditions: Snow!
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